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A NEGLECTED INSPECTION TOOL
our inspectional and supervisory activities, we mostly rely on our sense of
sight. Sometimes the sense of smell can help. Tainted meat, unclean cans,
"barney'" milk, and other conditions are determined ah11ost exclusively by the
sense of sn\ell. An advance was made in this field by the ~ew York City Health
Department when its milk inspectors showed that they could detect milk with
excessive bacterial content. Many a food-handling operation could be sanitized
if operators and supervisors realized that an off flavor is not the "natural can
smell." A can itself has no odor- any smell therefrom is due to the adherent
spoiled food. .
The ~Wl'e of the olfactory sense. could well be cultivated. The possibilities
for fundamental research irt this field are shown in the new book on "Odors''
by i\IcCord and Withericlge (reviewed on page 363). For example, "It would
be convenient indeed to have established an odor spectrum in terms of chemical
energy similar to the light spectrum generated by fluores!=ent and phosphorescent
crystals and in turn excited by electron or ultraviolet rays. As Kahn states,
'Light and sound are related to the energy spectrum. vVhy not odor as well?'"
They quote Pauling (the eminent physicochemist) that biological activity lies
largely in the range of 10 to 100A o (lo- 7 and 10~ em.), and that the odor
receptors probably are stimulated electrochemically from the odorous substance.
To clarify the terminology ( which currently attributes odor to perception
as well as to the chemical that induces the sensation) they use "osmyl" to designate the thousands of materials that lead to the sensation of odor. "Osmics"
embraces the field of science concerned with smell. This certainly improves
definiteness of description and corrects the confusion that now exists when we
use the same word to designate the sensation as well as the agent.
A[aybe if yJe knew more about the sources and phenomena of odors ( osmyls
::P,.nd osmics) we could improve on our flavors of foods. Milk needs it. Again,
!more fundamental research is needed- with a long-time perspective and uo
publication expected within five years !
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MEAT INSPECTION
N A recent review of meat inspection over the country, Dr. H. E. Kingman,
Chairman of the Special Committee on Food and Milk Hygiene, American
Veterinary Medical Association, 1 asserts that only 69 percent of the total meat
produced in this country is prepared under federal inspection. He expresses his
interest in the 31 percent or 6,000,000,000 pounds for which no records are
available.
A survey revealed that California is doing an outstanding job in a statewide
meat program of veterinary ante- and post-mo.rtem inspection. "A number of
states reported adequate inspection being provided at the county or municipal
level. Most states, however, provide only a sanitary inspection of slaughtering
plants conducted by lay personnel."
.
It is noteworthy that the federal Meat Inspection Service was inaugurated to
·meet German meat import requirements. Hence originally it was an economic
measure. By reason of the great wave of interest in "pure food" which swept the
country at the turn of the century, the service was extended to American consumers. This figure of approximately two-thirds of the meat adequately
inspected was found by this editorial writer to apply to the meat industry of a
large eastern seaboard city. There, about SO to 60 full-time veterinary and
trained lay inspectors supervised the slaughter of two-thirds of the meat supply
handled in about a dozen plants, whereas the remaining one-third was slaughtered
in two score or more plants, large and small, scattered all over the city, under
the inspection of but one man, a practical butcher. The condemnations recorded
in the federal inspected houses, in contrast to those occasionally reported by the
city inspector, revealed the extent of the protection afforded under the two
systems. The inadequacy of the city inspection was confirmed by our findin~
morbid tissue unskillfully trimmed off and left adhering to dressed meat.
What becomes of such un-inspected meat? The public eats it. They wouldn!
if they knew it-not any more than they would confectionery .to..Wfiicli talc had
been added, or milk to which polluted water had been added, o~ harmful coloi)S
in other foods. The food control officials have cleaned up the general fopcl
industry from adulterations and misbrandings but only here and there has stat~
and municipal government concerned themselves about the marketing of meat
from animals that were diseased-certainly a more 'repulsive sc:'J't't ·of thing that ·
(mere?) adulteration.
The argument of many health officers is that diseased meat does not constitute
an appreciable health hazard. Limited funds and personnel restricts supervisioTh
to services directly concerned with the morbidity and mortality rates. Tliis
certainly is a cogent argument. However, in these days of increasing puolia
consciousness concerning the desirability of good sanitation, especially in o,Uli
food services, we ask who is the agency that would be expected to clean up and
supervise the non-federal meat inspection services? If some one of seve~
municipal departments undertook it, then heaven help the local regular food
control officers and the inspected-to-death public! Overlapping fields Vld
no-man's-land areas would cause confusion and neglect. Confusion, contradiG·
tions, irritations, duplications, etc. no end. The health departn1ent-or whichC.ver
organization does the general milk and food control work-must be the one to
supervise the meat supply. It has the professional "know how," the public confidence, the field of environmental hygiene.
Poor housekeeping in a food plant does not per se cause an outbreak of deaths
but nevertheless the health department enforces cleanliness or it closes dowm.the
plant. The sale of meat from diseased animals is worse than allowing a !'brty
plant to operate. The public may not recognize all this now-but they will sooner
or later.
J. H. S.
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SOME STUDIES ON THE SURVIVAL OF ESCHERICHIA COLI
IN MILK AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS
MILDRED R. VVILSON *AND HARRY H. WEISER
Department of Bacteriology
The Ohio State University, Colttmbus, Oh-io

INTRODUCTION
ANY investigations have been conducted on coliform organisms in
dairy products.
The presence of
Escherichia coli in various foods has led
to significant information concerning
the sanitary processing conditions of
these products. , The growth characteristics and longevity of these organisms
are important in the interpretation of
E. coli counts of dairy products. If
the organisms die very rapidly its
value as an index of contamination is
less useful. On the other hand, if the
organism multiplies very quickly at
torage temperatures the actual degree
of contamination may be obscured.

M

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Very few workers, however, have
~ studied tJil.e growth of this organism in
various types of milk at different temperatures. Only the maximum and
minimum growth temperature requirements of this organism have been
studied in any great detail.
Ayers and Clemmer ( 1) reported in
1918 that Escherichia coli did not grow
at temperatures below 10° C. ( soo F.).
Hunter ( 5) in 1919 reported that temperatures greatly influenced the number of E. coli in milk. He obtained
fresh milk from a dairy containing approximately 52 Escherichia-Aerogenes
organisms per milliliter. After storage
for 24 hours .9-t 60° F. (15.6° C.) the
numbers increased to 964 bacteria per
mi. whereas at the storage temperature
""' • Presently employed on the Dayton Board of
aealth, Dayton, Ohio.

of 70° F. (21.1 o C.) the count was 60,000,000 per mi.
Sherman and Wing (8) in 1933
stated that E. coli was not a reliable
index of initial conditions of any milk
which had been stored at a temperature
that allowed bacterial growth. They
obtained milk similar in respect to coliform counts and stored the samples
under identical conditions. A few of
the similar samples varied greatly in the
number of organisms present after
storage at various temperatures. Also
in raw milk Sherman found that "our
studies . at various temperatures have
shown that the colon count in milk
generally increases more rapidly than
the total count during the pre-souring
stage." The temperatures used were
~o~.~o~,roo~,andMo~

Wilson (9) in 1935 reviewed some of
his findings on the growth rate of E.
coli in sterile raw milk 'at 37° C. and
22° C. He reported that the E. coli
counts reached 25;000,000 in 24 hours
at 22° C. and approximately 40,000,000
per ml. in 15 hours at 3JO C. He
stated that when the organisms passed
the 100,000 per ml. level, there was
a strong tendency for them to clump,
thus lowering the plate counts as seen
by the use of Breed smears. This introduces error into the accuracy of the
plate counts after this level has been
reached.
Barthram (2) discovered in 1937
that there was no growth of coliforms
in milk held below 10° C. Also he
stated that "an increase of coliform organisms reduced the keeping quality o£
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milk to the same extent as a seven fold
increase in plate count."
In' 1945 Robinton and Genung (7)
studied the effect of temperature on
coliform organisms in milk and cream.
They inoculated sterile 30 percent
cream and milk with an 18-hour broth
culture of E. col·i. The samt)les were
stored at 8° C. and zoo C. At the end
of 3 and 6 hours' incubation, plate
counts were made. It was noted that
there was a greater increase in the number of coliforms in cream than in milk
held at so C. It was also noted that
the increase of the coliforms between
the third and sixth hour of incubation
at zoo C. was extremely large. This
emphasized what may occur in milk or
cream that is permitted to remain uniced or at room temperature for even
short periods of time. The value of a
quantitative test for the presence of
coliform organisms in market cream
was doubted since these organisms developed so rapidly even at refrigerator
temperatures. They assumed that the
growth of coliforms is in direct proportion to the butterfat content of the
product.
In 1945 Morris (G) found that coliform cultures grew more rapidly in
pasteurized than in raw milk clue to the
bactericidal substance naturally occurring in raw mill<.
In 1946 Dahlberg ( 4) studied the
relationship of the growth of all bacteria and coliform bacteria in pasteurized milk held at refrigeration temperatures. He concluded that "coliform
bacteria in pasteurized market milk
held at refrigeration temperatures
increased more rapidly in numbers than
the total count." In freshly pasteurized milk less than O.OZ percent of
the total bacteria were coliform types.
At 35°-40° F . the percent of the total
bacteria which were coliforms did not
increase in October. but in July and
August increased to 1.12 percent in 4
days. After storage for 4 clays at
45°-50° F. and at 55°-60° F. the coliform bacteria constituted about 5 per-

E. coli

TABLE 1

cent of the total bacteria in October.
During July and August the coliform
count became 88 percent of the total
count after 4 clays' storage at 45°-50°
F. and 50 percent at 55°-60° F. It
appeared evident that the coliform bacteria grew more rapidly in warm
weather than in cool weather.
Burgwalcl (3) in 1947 also reported
that there was little change in the coliform count in winter milk stored at
refrigeration temperatures. but that
summer milk had more initial coliform
counts and increased slightly over
winter mille He attributed this discrepancy to a slightly higher refrigerator temperature in summer months or
to "temperature shock" given the
samples during the warm summer
months before storage and on days
when the analytical samples were removed. Another possible explanation
of this difference stated was the difference in the type of microflora present
in summer and winter milks.
EXPERIMENTAL

During the months of Jgpuary, February, and March, honmg~nized marke~
milk. 20 percent cream, apd skim milk
were sterilized and inoculated with
Eschrricftia coli so that the initia
count of these organism~was 1.Z80,000
per ml. of mille The samples were
stored at 10o C.. 20° C., Z5 o C.. andl
3r C.
\ t various intervals plate
counts were made of the milk sample
to determine the number of survivi~~
organisms. The record of these courifS.
is tabulated in Table 1.
This experiment showed that the o, ganisms survived much longer at itilicubation temperatures of zoo ·. an~
25 o C. than at 37° C. or refrigeratPli
temperatures ( 10o C.). The type_ ![6
milk did not seem to affect the surv1~al
of the organisms at refrigerator ten1~
peratures. By the 38th day of stora;ge
at this temperature, there vvere betwe~n
10 and 60 organisms per milliliteF 111
the samples. All the test organi¥.~15
disappeared before the 157th day o .m·
1

THE SuRVIVAL OF Escherichia col-i IN STERILIZF.D SKIM MILK, HoMOGF.NIZED. MJJ..iK, AND
CREAM WHEN 1,280,000 ORGANISMS WERE AI>DED PER ML. OF SAMPLE AND INCUBATED
AT 10• C., 20• C., 25• C., AND 37• C. DURING }ANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH

Storage
Temp emture Sample
10 Skim
Milk
Cream
20 Skim
Milk
Cream
25 Skim
Milk
Cream
37 Skim
Milk
Cream

Survival of E. coli After f arious lnterz•als of Incubat-ion.
Time Expressed in Da~•s
11

240,000
91,000
8,500
532,000,000
380,000,000
338,000,000
584,000,000
S.06,000,00()
156,000,000
980,000,000
1,700,000
14{),000

18
1,000
3,000
1,700
750,000,000
880,000,000
220,000,000
650,000,000
720,000,000
460,000,000
-1,000,000
-1,000,000
-10,000

cubation. It is interesting to note that
the organisms di'd not multiply during
these winter months in any of the milk
samples stored at 10° C. The number
of E. coli after 11 clays' storage at refrigerator temperatures decreased from
the initial count of 1,280,000 per ml. of
sample to Z40,000 per ml. of skim milk,
to 91,000 per ml. in the homogenized
milk sample, and to 8,500 bacteria per
ml. in the cream sample.
When samples were incubated at zoo
C. and Z5 o C. comparatively high
counts of E. coli -were observed in all
sitmples. e~1 after 38 days of incubation. The highest counts were obtained in the homogenized milk samples
at zoo C. and Z5 o C. incubation.
By the 18th day the organisms that
were incubated at 37° C. had obtained
their maximum growth and were dying
out comparatively faster than the organisms incubated at lower temperatures. There were no E. coli present
in the homogenized milk or the skim
milk samples after Z5 clays of incubation. In cream the organisms survived
somewhat longer. There were 320 organisms per ml. when this sample had
been incubated •at 37° C. for 25 clays.
However, the organisms disappeared
in cream at the end of 30 days.

25
720
2.000
1.400
364,000,000
328,000,000
156,000,000
72,000.{)00
132,000,000
15,400,000
0
0
320

30
201
281
125
320,000,000
340,000,000
32,800,000
180,000,000
172,000,000
2,900,000
0
0
0

38
15

60
10
400,000,000
650,000,000
19,000,000
10,600,000
126,000,000
4,320,000
0
0
0

157
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

During the spring months of April,
May, and June homogenized milk,
skim milk, cream, chocolate milk, and
buttermilk were sterilized and inoculated with C. coli so that the initial
count was 83,400 organisms per ml. of
sample. The res).llts of the plate counts
of these samples at approximately
weekly intervals are recorded in
Table 2.
Escher·ichia coli survived much longer
in samples collected in spring as compared to the samples collected in the
winter seasons when held at 10° C.
Also the number of organisms increased
from the initial inoculum of 83,400 per
ml. to between 300,000 to 910,000 per
mi. in 9 clays except in the cream sample. The organisms in cream increased
to 110,000 per ml. in 14 clays of
storage. More organisms were present
in the chocolate milk sample and the
skim milk sample than in the other
types of milk stored at 10° C. for 6Z
clays. Likewise, the organisms survived
longer in these two samples. Escherichia
coli did not disappear from skim milk
or chocolate milk until after the 105th
clay of storage. Before 68 clays the organisms had disappeared from the
other types of milk that were stored at
the same temperature.
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At ;,mo C. the organisms showed an the summer than samples stored in the
appreciable increase in all samples. winter or spring months. In 8 days
After 95 days there were no E. coli per the counts of E. coz.i increased in all
mi. in any of the samples.
milk samples except buttermilk. In
At room temperatures (approxi- one sample of milk the counts rose
mately 25° C.) the organisms also in- from 1,302,000 organisms per ml. to
creased to high counts, but disappeared a high count of 24,400,000 organisms
before the 68th storage day. Skim per ml. The count of E. coli remained
milk and chocolate milk supported a high in the millions per milliliter until
larger growth of E. coli than the other the 42nd day of storage. Even after
types of milk. The organisms disap- 120 days of storage at 10° C., the counts
peared in skim milk and chocolate milk ranged from 29 to 940 organisms per
in 68 clays, in cream and homogenized ml. There were more organisms in
milk in 62 days, and in buttermilk in · skim milk after 120 clays' incubation
18 days.
than in any other sample. _Here again
A high count was obtained when the the coliforms could not survive long at
samples were incubated at 37° C. for 10° C. in buttermilk The organisms
9 days. However, the organisms disap- had disappeared in 32 clays from this
peared more quickly at this temperature sample. At refrigerator temperatures
than when the samples had been stored ( 10° C.) cream supported the largest
at lower temperatures. The bacteria number of E . coli.
had disappeared by the 62nd day in
At zoo C. the organisms survived a
incubation in cream, by the 26th day in much shorter time than at 10° C. In
skim milk, and by the 18th day in contrast, a shorter survival at 10° C.
buttermilk
However, in chocolate than at zoo C. occurred in the winter.
milk a high count was retained until the At zoo C. incubation by the end of 55
62nd clay even though the counts of the days of storage there were 240,000 orother samples were at this time zero. ganisms remaining per ml. of cream as
The organisms disappeared from the compared to 10 to 100 per ml. in all
chocolate milk before the 105th clay of other samples except buttermilk. In
37o C. incubation.
buttermilk there was a decrease in or\;vhen the samples were stored at ganisms until the 14th clay of incuba55° C. the organisms disappeared from tion, which was followed by a marked
all samples before the 9th day of increase in number, from 300,000 per
incubat~h.
ml. to 227,500,000 per mi. This inThis proc~dure was repeated in the crease occurred during the time between
summer using the same types of~milk the 14th day of incubation and the 55th
samples. The initial count of E. coli clay. After· the 55th day of incubation
was 1,320,000 organisms per mi. of there was a g-radual decline in the numsample. The same storage temperatures ber of organisms until there were 5,300
,,·ere used except the room temperature organisms still present at the end of 120
which varied from 30° C. to 34 o C. in days incubation. In skim milk there
the summer. The results are tabulated were only 10 E. coli per milliliter of
in Table 3.
sample after 55 days of storage. All the
Escherichia coli increased more organisms disappeared from this sample
rapidly at 10° C. in samples obtained before the lOOth day of storage. There
during the summer months of June, were 100 E. coli per milliliter in the
July, and August than they did in homogenized milk sample after 55 days
samples obtained in the spring or winter of storage. Here again the organisms
that were stored at 10° C. The or- disappeared before the lOOth day of
ganisms also survived much longer at storage. After 55 days of storage, there
this temperature in samples stored in were still 240,000 viable E. coli per
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milliliter of cream. These organisms
also disappeared before the lOOth day
of storage.
When samples were incubated at
room temperature m the summer
months. the organisms disappeared in
all samples of milk except cream and
buttermilk in 55 days . There still remained a count of 252,000 E. col-i per
milliliter of cream after 55 davs of incubation. After 55 days of iri'cubation
of buttermilk there were still remaining
100.000 E . coli per milliliter. After 100
days of incubation E . col·i had disappeared from both the cream and buttermilk sample.
At 3r C. E.- coli died quickly in all
samples except chocolate milk and
cream. At the end of 42 davs there
still remained 100 organisms in cream
per milliliter and 800 organisms per
milliliter in the chocolate milk sample.
\Vhen the samples were stored at
55° C. the organisms disappeared from
all samples before the first day of incubation.
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Drscuss ro N
E scherichia coli multiplied faster
11·hen the orgamsms were inoculated
into milk in the summer than when they
were inoculated in the winter or spring
and t~· satni)les stored at 10° C. In
fact the organisms that were inoculated
into the milk samples during the winter
did not multiply, whereas at this same
temperature in the summer high counts
were obtained from the milk samples.
T his seasonal change in growth of E.
roli at 10° C. has been noted by Burgwalcl and Dalberg. Burgwald proposed
the theorv that this increase of E. coli
at 10o
during the summer may be
clue to a different microflora present in
milk due to a change from winter and
summer feed. He also assumed that
the difference might be attributed to the
amount of t~mperature shock given the
samples during plating. In this study
the room temperatures varied from approximately 24 o C. in the winter to
3~ C. in the summer.
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Escherichia coli seemed to disappear
quicker in buttermilk than in other
types of milk when the samples were
incubated at 3r C. and 10° C. At
10° C. the combination of the two inhibitory effects, the below optimum
temperature of incubation and the presence of acid, }-vas great enough to restrict the growth of the organisms. At
3r C. the organisms, the E. coli, and
the other lactose-fermenting organisms
present in cultured buttermilk, grew so
rapidly that the already high acidity
was probably increased beyond the level
that E. coli could survive. Two samples
of buttermilk, however, that were inoculated with 651 ,000 and 1,260,000
organisms per milliliter of sample. during the snmmer supported good growth.
This growth of E. coli was not obtained
when the experiments were repeated
once in the fall and twice in the spring
using different samples of buttermilk.
Perhaps this discrepancy is due to the
difference in the bacterial content of
the culturecJ buttermilk obtained from
Ohio State Dairy on those occasions.
Throughout all the experiments, a
higher count of E . coli was obtained in
chocolate milk and quite often in cream
than in other types of milk. Robinton
and Genung also noted an increased
growth of E . coli in eream. The amount
of fat present in the milk was considered to be the cause for the increased
count. ln . these experiments fat either
in the form of butterfat or chocolate
seemed to protect the organisms from
some deleterious effect of growth, so
that the organisms could survive much
longer. The fat may be a protection for
the organisms from the acid that is produced, for the high counts in chocolate
milk and cream were most evident after
there had been quit~ extensive growth.
In other samples after high counts were
reached, the number of organisms drop
off quickly, yet in cream and chocolate
milk the organisms were able to survive
in large numbers for a comparatively
long time.
\Vith only a few exceptions the

growth of E. coli is determined by the
temperature of holding. The size of
inoculum did not influence the growth
of E. coli except in a few samples of
milk at 10° C. The temperature range
of this organism is so wide that it can
grow not only at· 37° C. and above but
also at refrigerator temp,eratures. Thus
it again is obvious that coliform counts
are of no value unless the previous history (length and temperature of holding) of the sample of milk is known.
In these tests E. coli survived for an
extremely long time in milk. Even after
the milk had passed the condition of
being used for consumption, the organisms were still present in large numbers
at all temperatures. Curdling and gas
production were evident in all samples
even at 10° C. Some samples became
stringy and in all the foul odor was
present. As a test organism, E. coli has
the advantage of being able to survive
a long time in milk, thus making the
chances of the organisms disappearing,
before most pathogens, very small.
However, the rapid growth of this
organism at temperatures ranging from
ice box temperature to 37° C. does not
permit this organism to be_ used as _a
good quantitative test of samtary condttion of milk.
SuMMARY

1. Escherichia col·i will grow at 10°

C. more in the warm summer months
than in the winter months.
2. A higher count and a longer survival of E. coli was obtained in chocolate milk and cream than in the other
types of milk tested.

3. The sm·vival of E . coli depends 011
the storage temperature. ( The higher
the temperature the more the growth
and the shorter the survival time).
4. Escherichia coli still existed in
large numbers for many days in milk
that had passed the point of being used
for food.
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should be obvious to one familiar
·with commercial whipped cream that
this product and its preparation has
changed radically in the past ten years.
The mechanical cream whipper no
longer is used in most retail stores dispensing whipped cream. In its place
is the small container of cream mix
under gas pressure from which the
cream is instantly whipped as the pressure is released to force the cream on
the ice cream sundae or other food to
which it is added.
The problem naturally arose concerning the nature of the product being
sold for or in place of whipped cream.
What is its composition, its sanitary
quality, its body, and its flavor? Is
the consumer receiving the same approximate food now in place of the
mechanically whipped cream of former
years? J::.. survey was undertaken to
ascertiin the characteristics of this
whipped product in four cities of up~ tate New York. The product will be
referred to as whipped cream in this
presentation without any assumption
that the product woulJ be classified as
:-.uch _by consumers or law-enforcing
ag-enc1es.

I

T

METHODS

Samples were taken 111 the cities
oi Auburn, Utica, Syracuse, and
H.ocl~ester because of their proximal
locat10n. Retail stores serving ice
cream, such as exclusive ice cream and
dairy stor~s, confectionaries, drug
stores, ancf restaurants, were selected
• The authors are indebted to Charles J. Robin~on, •nspector for the Department of Agriculture
and Markets, who, with the senior author, collected
and tasted all of the samples.

at random while driving through the
city. The samples were collected in
September, 1948.
The state inspector asked a person
behind the counter if they served
\Yhipped cream on their ice cream sundaes. If the answer was no, but we
do serve some other product for
whipped cream, the identity of the
product vvas established and a sample
was requested after the inspector introduced himself. If the answer was
yes. then the inspector stated his identity and asked for a sample. If the
person selling the whipped cream now
stated it wa;s not whipped cream, the
product was recorded as not being
\\'hipped cream. In all other cases the
product was being sold as whipped
cream.
Data were collected verbally from
the owner or manager. The one pint
cup from the ice cream overrun tester
of the Toledo Scales Company was
filled with whipped cream and the surface was immediately leveled off with
a !;patula. ~l'his sample was promptly
taken to the automobile and weighed.
A portion from the center of the
whipped cream was transferred to a
sterile test tube and placed immediately
in an insulated box with enough water
to extend halfway up the tubes and
enough ice to extend above them. This
sample was delivered by automobile the
same day to the bacteriological laboratory. The sample whipped cream was
then tasted for quality. The remainder
of the pint sample was transferred to a
pint fruit jar, closed tightly, sealed and
shipped by train the afternoon of collection to the chemical laboratory.
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UsED As \NHIPPED CREAM

The standard plate count for total
bacteria and the coliform bacterial
count on desoxycholate agar and formate ricinoleate broth were made according to standard methocls. 1 The
air in the whipped cream was expelled
by warming to 100° F. and then transferring 1 mi. by a pipette. Similarly,
the total solids, fat, refractive index of
the fat, protein, and the presence of
vanilla flavor and stabilizer were detennined by standard methods. 2 The
nonfat milk solids were calculated by
multiplying the percentage of protein
by 2.66 and the percentage of sugar
added was calculated by difference.
RESULTS

Identification of Product. There
were four methods used for whipping
the cream:
In method 1 the cream mix was prepared and placed in the final container under nitrous oxide pressure in
a central wholesale dairy plant. The
small containers of cream mix were
delivered to the retailer, and empty
containers were collected for washing
and refilling.
In method 2 the container was filled
with a cream mix prepared by the retailer and a small cartridge of nitrous
oxide was then attached in the handle
of the gas whipper. In this case the
retailer used his own judgment in preparing the cream mix and he also
cleaned the apparatus.
Method 3 was essentially the same
as method 2 except that the whipper
was filled by the retailer with nitrous
oxide to a given pressure from a small
rylinder of the gas.
l\fethod 4 consisted of mechanical
whippers which were actually of three
types, even though classified together.
In one instance the cream vvas
whipped by hand with a wire beater.
In two cases the cream was ·whipped
by mechanical beaters and in four cases
the cream was whipped by a special
apparatus to blow finely" divided air
bubbles through it without any other
mechanical agitation.
The retailers

using mechanical whippers prepared
their own cream mixes and cared for
the sanitizing of their equipment.
There were 39 samples of whipped
cream collected and 18 were made by
method 1. The number of samples
prepared by method 1 would have been
much greater, except that such samples
were intentionally limited to about onehalf of the total.
The manufacturers of the method 1
process use a trade name for their
whipped cream. Nevertheless, only 6
of the 18 dispensers identified their
product as not being whipped cream,
and several concerns made a special
point of advertising "pure whipped
cream". Users of the other two types
o{ nitrous oxide whippers always sold
their product as whipped cream.
Chemical Composition. The milk
fat content of the whipped cremp varied
greatly. Of the 39 samples collected
9 were below the state law for light
cream and only 2 complied with the
state law for heavy cream, but 2 others
were obviously made from heavy cream
with sugar and vanilla. The products
whipped by the release .?f.~itrous oxide
gas pressure all contayi.ed ab?ut the
same fat content Irrespective of
whether the cream mix was prepared
by a central wholesale d~iry plant or
by individual retailers. -:.The ayerage
fat contents were as follows: metho,d
1. 19.73 percent; method 2, 21.55 percent; and method 3, 19.2-1- percent. In
rather marked contrast was the average fat content of 29.49 percent fo ~
mechanically whipped cream (method
-1-).

The detailed data on the reflectiv
indexes of the fat at 40° C. were nd
presented, but these results variern
from 1.4551 to 1.4563. The fat in the
cream was all milk fat, as indicated· b)!
these data.
The percentage of non-fat milk soliij~
was greatest in whipped cream pi epared by method 1, average 8.68 percent, as this cream mix was sligJi;lll,r
~or~ified with ~xtra I;on-fat m~lk so~
m Its preparatiOn. Some reta1lers.·W1ln
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TABLE 1
THE IDENTITY AND CoMPOSITION oF A PRODUCT UsED AS WHIPPED CREAM ON
DISHES
OF IcE CREAM IN UPSTATE NEW YORK

Sample
No.

1bs.
per pint

11
21
31
4
lJl
16
17
191
20
21
26
27
28
31
32
33 1
34
35

0.18
0.22
0.18
0.37
0.24
0.22
0.23
0 .24
0 .20
0.19
0 . 19
.0 .19
0.23
0 . 19
0.20
0 .'22
0 .23
0 . 18

Average

0.22

5
6
7
8
9
12
14
29
37
Average

13
15
18
24

36
.-\verage
10
22!
23
25 ·!
30

solids

% fat

% nonfat

0.19
0.22
0 .44
0 .26
0.26
0 .22
0.28

39·1
Average

0.40

35 .39

%

milk solids2 protein

Method !- nitrous oxide
31.43
16.32
34.55
15.45
33.55
13.41
33 .59
17.73
33.99
19.50
35.75
22.43
34 .95
20 .88
34.30
21.30
36.20
22.24
35 .54
20 . 77
35.19
20 .57
34.77
20.03
33.31
20.44
35.28
21.46
33.59
19.89
34.56
20.62
35 .23
20.64
34.98
21.50

21.30

Method 3-nitrous oxide
25.55
17.25
34.34
22 .20
43 .45
25.77
41.42
15 .98
23.31
14 .99

added3

added

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

6.40
2.41
7 .70
and retailer prepared mix
7.53
2.33
0.77
6 .35
2.39
5.79
7. 19
2.70
10.49
5.19
1.95
20 .25
8.32
3.13
0

33 .61
19.24
6.92
2.60
7.46
Method +-mechanical with beaters or air blown
44.00
33 . 75
5.96
2.24
4.29
51.99
36.04
5.71
2.14
10.24
47.12
35.99
6.03
2.26
5.10
34.86
18 .91
6 .89
2.59
9.06
51.72
34.33
5.05
1.89
12.34
34.47
25.60
7.65
2.88
1.22
36.20
21.78
6.75
2.54
7.67
42.91

added

3.27
6.21
retailer prepared mix
2.91
6.00
2.57•
6.90
2.29
9 .98
2.42
12 .07
2.28
9.34
2.15
6 08
1.99
7.66
2.73
3:28
2.31
7.96

29.49
6.29
2.36
Not sold as whipped cream.
" % nonfat milk solids calculated from protein content.
" % sugar added obtained by difference.
' This product was whipped by air blowing through it.
1

Vanilla

% sugar flavor Stabilizer

and wholesaler prepared mix
8.67
3.26
9.14
8.06
3.03
11.04
8.67
3.26
11 .47
9.52
3.58
6 .34
8.87
3.37
5.62
9 .02
3.39
4 .30
9.16
3.44
4.91
9.33
3.51
3.67
8.43
3.17
5.35
8 . 55
3.21
6.22
8 .47
3.19
6.15
8.60
3.23
6.14
8.43
3.17
4.44
8.45
3.18
5.37
8.56
3 .22
5 . 14
8.32
3 . 13
5.62
8.54
3.21
6.05
8.64
3.25
4.84

34.49
19.73
8.68
Method 2-nitrous oxide cartridge and
0 .20
37 .30
23.55
7.75
.0.22
35.29
21.55
6.84
0 .22
38. 70
22 .63
6 .09
0.13
27.10
8 .59
6.44
0.20
43.10
27.70
6.06
0.22
33.35
21.55
5.72
0 . 18
28 .61
15 .65
5.30
0.19
37.10
26.56
7.26
0.19
38.00
23 .90
6.14

0.54
0.24
0.57
0 .28
0.57
0.35
a ,28

3~ ·!

% total

7.13

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

gelatin

starch
gelatin

TABLE 2
THE BACTERIAL CoUNTS AND COMMENTS ON THE FLA\'OR AND BODY OF A PRODUCT GSED
AS WHIPPED CREAM oN DrsHES oF IcE CREAM IN UPSTATE NEw YoRK

Sample No.

1
2
3
4
11
16
17
19
20
21
26
27
28
31
32
33
34
35
log. ave.
5
6
7
8
9
12
14
29
37
log ave.
13
15
18
24
36
log. ave.
10
22
23
25
30
38
39
log ave.

Bacterial
count
per gram

Coliform
count
per gram

Method !-nitrous oxide and wholesaler
123
2,840,000
110
135,000
1,830
185,000
6,700
15,200,000
245
126,000
13
17,700
1,950
2,055,000
12
293,500
42,000
6,850,000
2,200
16,900,000
10
119,000
8
26,100
353
980,000
207,000
980,000
21
52,500
33
101,000
30
16,200
0
8,500
299,000

Comments
Body

Flavor
prepared mix
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale
stale
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy
stale, tallowy

fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fair
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffy
fluffv
· fluffy
fluffy

193

Method 2-nitrous oxide cartridge and retailer prepared mix
good
6,400
2,410,000
good
125,000
5,330,000
good
133
4,200,000
"•· ""
I
good
12,200
3,650,000
good
47,000
1,650,000
good
147,000
30,200,000
excellent
7,200
3,430,000
excellent
325,000
19,200,000
excellent
8,300
~3,825,000

.. .

5,130,000

good
good
excellent
fluffy
fluffy

23,700

Method 4-mechanical with beaters or air blown
excellent
5,500
12,000,000
excellent
990,000
32,600,000
excellent
7,200,000
22,400,000
excellent
34,000
11,100,000
excellent
285
5,900
excellent
182,000
2,100,000
excellent
25,500
174,000
2.140,000

e~cellent

17,700

Method 3-nitrous oxide and retailer prepared mix
good
32,000
4,400,000
good
360
15,600,000
excellent
1,040,000
28,000,000
excellent
3,600
6,570,000
excellent
176,000
4,500,000
8,930,000

good
good
good
fluffy
good
good
fluffv
fluffy

56,800

excellent
good
excellent
fluffy
excellenf
excellent
excellent

prepared their own cream mix added
ice cream to the cream and thus slightly
increased the non-fat milk solids.
Whipped cream prepared by method 2
contained 6.40 percent non-fat milk
solids and by method 3, 6.92 percent.
The lowest percentage of non-fat milk
solids, 6.29 percent. was in mechanically whipped creat11, because the fat
content was highest and no product
high in non-fat milk solids was used.
The percentage of sugar varied
enormously. as was evident by flavor
as well as calculated data. The individual whipped creams varied from
0 to 20.25 percent, the averages varying from 6.21 percent for method 1 to
7.70 percent for cream mix whipped
by method 2. In one instance a retailer said he used no sugar and another
us.ed one teaspoonful per pint of cream
!111X.

Most of the whipped cream contained vanilla flavor, but a few retailers avoided its use. Two samples
showed gelatin as a stabilizer and one
contained starch. It is interesting that
one retailer stated he used gelatin,
three used powdered sugar for the
starch it contained as well as for it:<
sweetness, and two others added whipping aids.
liVcight per pint. The weight o[
whi~ped cream per pint was remarkably consistent for the cream whipped
by nitrous oxide. This is due to the
control of overrun by gas pressure.
The cream whipped by method 1
\\·eighed 0.22 pound per pint; by
method 2, 0.19 pound; and by method
3. 0.28 pound. This means that one
pint of cream mix made about two
quarts of whipped cream or a yield of
about 400 percent.
The cream mechanically whipped by
method 4 was much heavier as it
weighed 0.4 pound per pint. The
mechanically agitated cream weighed
0.56 pound per pint, and the air-blown
agitated " cream weighed only 0.29
pound per pint.
Bacterial Counts. The bacterial
counts varied greatly and were not

very closely related to the method of
whipping. The standard plate counts
on individual samples varied from
5,900 to 32,600,000 per gram and the
coliform counts from 0 to 7;200,000.
The lovYest logarithmic average bacterial count, 299,000 per gram, was obtained on the group of creams whipped
by method 1. The highest average
total count was 8,930.000 for cream
whipped by method 3. The lowest
coliform logarithmic average count of
193 was obtained by method 1, and
the highest average count of 56,800
was obtained by method 4.
Flavor and Bodv Coumtents. The
flavor of the wl1ippcd cream was
judged solely on the basi~ of the cream
quality as no consideration was given
to the vanilla or sugar. The flavor of
every sample of whipped cream prepared by method 1 was stale and tallowy. Although the data were not
given in the table, the age of the cream
mix from the time of delivery to whipping varied from a few hours to four
days. It ·was evident that the cream
mix was 'stale as delivered to the retail store. Furthermore, every sample
of cream whipped by method 1 possessed a fluffy body.
Those retailers who used methods
2 or 3 prepared their own cream mix.
The basis of the mix was fresh cream
and milk, usually with added sugar
and vanilla.
Sometimes powdered
sugar which contains starch was used
and occasionally the sugar was added
as a syrup. Ice cream was often added
to the mix. The fresh good quality of
the milk, cream and ice cream produced whipped cream that was always
judged to be good or excellent in
flavor. The body of this whipped
cream was fluffy, good or excellent as
this characteristic varied with both the
fat and air content.
Those retailers who mechanically
whipped the cream mix by air or beaters used fresh cream, sugar, and usually vanilla to prepare their own cream
mix. One retailer added gelatin and
another added a whipping aiel. Some

in the cream mix, or the pt:ocessing
procedure, or the metal contamer was
very faulty . !his_ stale flavor must not
regularly be 111 thts prodt~ct, as a stal_e
product could not surv1ve commercially.
The high bacterial cot:nts :v~re not
studied to determine thetr ongm, but
they were prevalent in whipped .creams
produced by all methods. It ts very
DISCUSSION
probable that the ~emperature of st~r
It was apparent fr?m the data on age was of much 11~1portance. It w~s
the 39 samples of whipped cream col- noted that the contamers of crea~n mtx
lected in upstate New Yo~k ~hat the were seldom ice cold and bactena may
numbers were sufficient to mdtcate the multiply rapidly in numbe~s at cool
situation regarding this product.
temperatures. The. only ctrcu~11Stan
A large majority of all the cream tial evidence for th1s thought IS that
mix was whipped instantaneously by whipped cream samples number ~0 and
the nitrous oxide method, and me- 35 were observed to be really tee old
chanically whipped cream was almost in the ice cream store and they gave
obsolete. There appeared ~o be t:"o the lovvest bacterial counts of all
reasons for the nitrous oxtde whipping. The first consideratio? ~as the samples.
Most of the whipped cream p_r~parecl
ease and convenience of whtppmg the by the rel~ase of the cream n~1x from
cream mix just as ne~de~l for there nitrous oxtde pressure were hght and
was no effort in the wluppmg process. fluffy in body to the e_xtent that they
A second consideration was the re- were not considered satisfactory. The
duced expense of whipped cream due low fat contents which averaged from
to the low percentage of milk fa~ and 19.24 to 21.30 percent and tl~e low
the large volume of air in the fimshed weight of the whipped cream .whtch avproduct. In addition to these o_bserved eraged from 0.19 to 0.2&·pound per
conditions, there was a specml eco- pint raised the probl~m of what should
nomic value for method 1 111 that the constitute a fatr wetght and fat confat in this product was charged for tent. It shall be acknowledged that
manufacturing rather than . for fr~sh the 9 samples below the~ew "X ork
fluid cream under the classtfied pnce State standard for light coff~e cream
plan. Obviously, when ice cr~am re- contained too little fat. In th1s sur~ey
tailers made their own cream nyx fro~n there were 2-1- samples judged as fluffy,
bottled cream, the fat was pa1d for 111 and 22 of them contained less than 22.5
the higher priced class of fresh cream percent of fat and weighed less that;
for bottling.
.
0.27 pound per pint. The~e were I
All samples of whtpped cream made samples judged excellent; :J of them
from cream mixes prepared by the contained over 25 percent of fat and 4
retail ice cream dispenser possessed a of them weighed over 0.3 pound p~r
good or excellent flavor as th~y were pint. It should ~Je pointe~l out th~t 1t
made from fresh bottled nulk and was difficult to Judge wluppecl cream
cream. All samples of whipped crea~n accurately for body one sa~11plc at at
(method 1) made from ~ cream mtx time on a city street, espeCially whet'll
preparecl by a central dairy plant and some of the samples tasted so stale tha
distributed to the retailers were stale
they were nauseating.
.
and tallowy. Information was not obExperiments on the mstantat~eou_s
tained to establish the caus~s of the whipping of cream have been pubhshe~1
stale flavor, but it was obvwus that only by the originators of the process.
old dairy products must have been used

used heavy cream only, s?me light
cream only, and some . nuxed both
creams. All of the wh1pped crean:s
were judged excellent in flavor but 111
one instance a note was made that the
flavor was not rich. Five of the samples
were judged excellent in body, one was
good, and one was fluffy.

In a preliminary abstract of their work
Getz, Smith, and Tracy 3) stated:
"For the commercial application of the
process, it has been found that un-aged
cream testing 35 percent fat (before
adding sugar and flavor) saturated
with nitrous oxide at 80-90 pounds
partial pressure is satisfactory". The
following year Getz, Smith, Tracy, and
Prucha ( 4) showed that improved consistency of the whip and the absence of
drainage from the whipped cream were
directly related to increased nitrous
oxide pressure and to increased fat
content. Their data showed the best
body of the whipped cream made from
cream testing 22 percent was whipped
with 85 pounds or more of nitrous
oxide pressure which gave about 375
percent or more of overrun, from 28
percent crram was whipped with 80
pounds or more of pressure which gave
350 percent or more of overrun, from
32 percent cream was whipped with 70
pounds or more of pressure which gave
300 percent or more of overrun, from
36 percent cream with 60 pounds or
more of pressure which gave. 250 percent ot more of overrun, from 40 percent cream with 55 pounds or more of
pressure which gave 225 percent or
more of overrun. The pressure and
the overrun had to be increased as the
The
percentage .. of fat decreased.
metlietl they proposed is as follows :
··A mix is prepared by adding 6 percent of sugar to fresh pasteurized
cream of 35 percent fat content and
flavoring it with vanilla. The pressure
uf nitrous oxide ( N 2 0) at which the
mix is saturated is 80 pounds per
square inch. At this pressure 7 to 8
ounces of mix produce approximately
l quart of whip". By these standards
it should be obvious that the instantly
\\'hipped cream observed in this surYey ought not be s::ttisfactory in body.
One can only speculate on minimum
;,tandards that mtght be reasonaDle to
both the i.ndustry and consumers. Certainly, fresh cream or storage cream of
excellent quality ought to be required.
Cetz. Smith, Tracy, and Prucha ( 4)

proposed 80 pounds nitrous oxide
pressure on 35 percent cream sweetened and flavored. This would give
whipped cream with about 350 percent overrun weighing about 0.31
pound per pint. It is believed that 75
pounds pressure on a mix made from
30 percent cream, half heavy plus half
medium cream, would yield a satisfactory body for such whipped cream
would show about 325 percent overrun and weigh 0.34 pound per pint.
This cream mix with a 10 percent
dilution with sugar and vanilla would
test 27 percent fat, and the minimum
weight would need to be reduced to
about 0.30 pound per pint to be below
the average. Such a stand.ard for excellence would compare well with the
mechanically whipped cream found in
this survey, as it contained 29.49 percent fat and weighed 0.40 pound per
pint. The need is obvious for a state
standard for the source and percentage
of milk fat and the weight per pint of
whipped cream.
CoNCLUSIONS

The product used as whipped cream
in upstate New York retail stores was
collected and studied.- It was generally
sold as whipped cream, irrespective of
its ·milk fat content.
Most of the cream mix was whipped
instantaneously by the release of the
product from pressure of nitrous oxide
gas. A very limited amount of cream
mix wa!:l whipped by agitation using
mechanical beaters or bubbling air.
Of the 39 samples collected, 9 contained amounts ot milk fat which were
below state standards for ' light cream
and only 2 were sufficiently rich to be
heavy cream. The average percentages
of fat of whipped cream prepared by 3
different devises using nitrous oxide
gas were 19.7, 21.5, and 19.2. Cream
mix whipped by agitation contained
29.5 percent fat. The fat was pure
milk fat. Non-fat milk solids were
added to a majority of the cream mixes
and nearly all of them contained added
(Continued
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EFFECT OF THE CONDITION OF THE MILK CAN ON THE
MICROBIAL CONTENT OF PREPASTEURIZED MILK
NICHOLAS A. MILONE AND WALTER D. TIEDEMAN
New York State Departtamt of Health
Albany, New Yorl~

portant as a source of organisms.
ICROBIAL contamination in the Prucha et al. ( 1918) 1 found that 170
research laboratory is considered freshly washed and steamed cans conan actuality when a pure culture is tained bacteria sufficient to have added
tainted by other species which are un- from 197 to 2,557,000 organisms per
desirable from the standpoint of pure ml., with an average of 128,592 if the
culture study. The contamination con- can had been filled with mille North
cept as understood by the research ( 1917) 2 reported that milk from 60
worker delving in pure cultures is not farms at a shipping station had a count
the same as that held by the sanitarian of 5,000,000 per ml.; after pasteurizaengaged in quality control activities. tion the count was 6,700 ; the pasContamination, to the sanitarian, teurized milk 3 minutes after adding to
means that microbial species exist as un-sterile 10-gallon cans had a count
mixed · cultures nearly everywhere. of 560,000; while this milk tested in
Pure cultures are rarely found in New York City next ·day showed a
nature and are the exception rather
of 12,000,000.
than the rule. It means that without count
236 cans examined under all conbeing crowded out each species goes on ditions of washing and steaming by
existing either in competition with Smith ( 1919) 3 would have/ added from
other species or in other possible rela- 0 to 7,920,000 per ml. to the milk had
tionships. This -also means that ex- it . been placed in these cans. Subseperimental results, obtained in the pure quent work by the same author indiculture ·study of micro-organisms, do cated variations dependent on treatnot necessarily hold true when these ment and dryness of the ut~'l:sil. Shutt
organisms exist mixed · with other ( 1945) 4 found that samples of milk
species.
Studies in contamination collected on a farm immediately after
should consider the natural flora that drawing into farm-sterilized pails had
is prevalent in the material under an average count of 700 per ml. but
study, except in special instances when that when the same milk was poured
the object of the research indicates the into a can received from a dairy plant
study of pure cultures.
and held about 12 hours in a dairy
This study represents an attempt cooler the count was 5,480,000.
to add to our existing basic and fundaAyers et al. (1918)G found that at
mental knowledge on the role of the 40° F. growth is compartively slow, at
milk can in relation to its quantitative 50° F. it is considerably more rapid,
contamination potential to the pre- and that the difference between 50 and·
pasteurized milk placed therein a.s indi- 60° F. is very striking. Breuckner
cated by the plate count method.
(1938) 6 found that milk from well
· Literature on the subject of the con- sterilized utensils had an average bac~
tamination of milk from external terial count of 4,300 when fresh, while
sources insofar as the milk can is con- milk from poorly sterilized equipment
cerned is not very extensive. Early had an average count of 136,000. Also
studies indicate that utensils are im-
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that wi_thin certain. limits, cooling is
~lot :;ts lmJ?ortant with good milk as it
~~ wtth milk that contains a comparativel_y la:ge number of bacteria before
coolmg IS started. Shipman ( 194l) 7
made a study, by means of thermocouples, of what happened to the tempera~ures at various levels of the cans
111 ~Ifferent type coolers operated in
vanous ways. He found differences
between top _and bottom can temperature~ depend111g on whether the cooling
t.:1edmm ":as agitated or not and in the
tune regmred to bring the milk down
to a desired temperature. The amount
of stored refrigeration, water-bath
temperature, the final can temperature
th~ number of cans in the cooler, th~
height of the water bath on the can or
the type of agitation can all change the
rate of cooling. The top levels were
;tst~ally warmer than the lower levels.
flus m~ans that _bacterial growth may
be relatively rapid at the higher temperature levels.
Hamner (1948)8
states that the excessive counts on
many lots of milk reaching dairy plants
~re la~gely due to growth of organIsms, S111ce they are much greater than
th~ counts obtained on freshly drawn
Imlk, _even. when it is produced under
\"ery 111samtary conditions.
Mathematically, based on the numl~cr ~f ~rganisms rinsed out of high
~otmt ~ans, the case for stressing the
tmpOI:tan~e of . improperly sanitized
utei~stls! 111 relatl~m to subsequent con!anunatwn of Imlk poured into them
ts h~rd to sustain. The paucity of dat~
o~J~amed under properly controlled conchttons makes it somewhat difficult to
~valuate accurately the role of utensils
111 the . cont<~.mination of milk.
From
}he logic~l VIewpoint, the reasons given
or c_onsidering improperly sanitized
utet~stls as an important source of org~msms are sound. The highest can
nnse result obtained b
M"l
1948)9 . 1.
y
I one
111 liS study of the can rinse
!est from a presumably washed and dismfected can was 2 billion. This count
repr~sented the sum total of five successive rinsings and could be consid-

e:ed an ~xt.remely high count since pre·
vtous nns111gs . of hundreds of cans
never t:esulted m counts anywhere approacht_ng ~hi~ high figure. Further
successive nnsmgs of this can would no
dou?t have yielded many more orgamsm~ but not enough to alter these
calculatiOns materially. Theoretically
a count of 2 . billion should add about
50,000 orga~Isms to each ml. of milk
poured therem. Thus the initial effect
on a low count milk should be small .
a 5,009 count milk would have th~
count 111creased to 55.000 and a 150000 count milk to 200,000 which i~
New y ~rk State would represent milk
conformmg to the allowable maximum
of 2 ~0,009 for prepasteurized milk.
It IS ~atd. that. normal souring of milk
r~s~tlts 111 time m a count of about one
·btlhon per .milliliter · If a 40-quar t
~an fill ed w1th sour milk and containmg,_ therefore, about 40 trillion org<~;msms had all but 20 ml. of the sour
mtlk removed, the can would theoretically have about 20 billion organisms
av~Ilahle to. any milk placed therein.
This _would mean that about 500,000
~r~amsms would be added to eacl1 milhitter of fresh milk placed in the can
If the fresh milk had a count of 10 oo0
pe~· ml., the initial result should b~ to
r~use. the count to 510,000, which conSI~enng tl~e p:esent day prepasteurized
nulk quahty . 111 manx markets would
n~t be constdered very poor quality
lk. Tl;e preponderance of lactic
1111_
~cid tyl?e b~cte:ia in such milk should
result 111 a fairly large reduction in
nun~ber. on pasteurization. The contammatlon potential of milk cans then
figured on a theoretical basis do'es not
~ppear to be as high as one ~ight behev~, when other fa~tors possibly affectmg these calculations are ignored.
METHOD OF STUDY
_Since the procedure varied in certam partic~lars in the performance of
~ach. expenment a general description
IS given,_ and ~ny departure from the
method _Is ou!lmed in the experiment
under dtscusswn. In general, several
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selected 40-quart cans were transported to a dairy farm chosen for the
experiment in time for the night milking and placed in the milkhouse. As
each milking-machine pail was brought
into the milkhouse, it was carefully agitated by rotation, the top removed, and
equivalent portions of the milk were
poured into each of the test cans, after
a representative sample had been collected from the milk pail. This procedure was repeated until the test cans
were filled up to the beginning of the
neck The pail samples were composited. The samples were collected by
means of hot air-sterilized aluminum
thiefs. After the cans were filled they
were allowed to stand 15 minutes, the
milk in each can stirred by means of
autoclave-sterilized metal stirrers. by
moving the stirrer up and clown forty
times, each up and down motion being
considered one excursion. This was
done in order to simulate the rinse test
procedure used in determining the
practical sterility of milk caLlS. Care
was exercised to assure that the stirrer
did not scrape the walls of the cans.
No strainer was used since it was felt
that its use would complicate the experiments and serve no purpose. Thus
the microbial content of the milk used
for the experiment could be determined
before and after the milk came in contact with the experimental cans.
Samples were collected in triplicate
from the composite pail samples and
from each experimental can and iced
immediately. One set was used to determine the total count; the second set
laboratory pasteurized at 1G0° F. for
15 seconds; and the thin! set at 1·+3 °
F. for 30 minutes in a thermostatically
controlled v.·ater bath with the water
in continuous circulation, the samples
being agitated carefully throughout the
holding period.
Immediately after
pasteurization each sample was cooled
to 40° F. within 3 minutes and kept
at that temperature until plated. All
of the samples \vere plated in duplicate,
and in most instances the dilutions

ranged from 1-100 through 1-10,000,000 by tenths in order to assure the
greatest possible accuracy. All plates
were poured with Difco Tryptone Glucose Extract Agar with one percent
skim milk added except with the 1-10
dilutions used on the samples which
had been laboratory pasteurized in
which instances the skim milk was
omitted. Incubation was at 35° C. for
48 hours. All samples were plated the
same day collected, the plating being
done within three hours after the last
samples of the experiment were collected. This was done in order to
eliminate the possible effect of overnight storage of samples on the bacterial content of the initial samples.
Films for microscopic counts were
made on all the samples.
:\fter the filled cans were sampled
they were placed in the coolil'lg vat,
care being taken to insure that the
water bath was up to the level of the
milk in the cans but hot high enough
to cause leakage of the cooling medium
into the cans. An extra can filled with
milk at the same temperature as the
milk being experimen:tel!h." 'witli was
plared in the cooling vat and used to
take temperatures of the unstirred
milk. at various intervals, in order to
determine the rapidity of · the cooling.
The experimental cans, ptoperly ·identified, were met at the receiving platform of the plant purchasing the milk
the following morning, and stirring and
sampling procedure repeated. At this
time temperatures were taken after
sampling. The cans were subjected to
the odor test prior to stirring the milk.
The samples were again taken in tripli"
cate so. that total and thermoduriJ
counts could be made. Samples froJ1]
the cans were also composited and the
samples plated so that the effect oJ
mixing on the plate count could ibl
determined.
Thus the experiment'S
were performed under controlled colf:
ditions, using naturally occurring fl~ a
and variables were introduced '·a
desired.

1.

EFFECT OF THE UNCONDITIONED
CAN ON THE MICROBIAL CONTENT
OF PREPASTEURIZED MILK

In this experiment three 40-quart
cans and lids were selected after
processing in a straightaway can
washer. Ca?- 1 had open seams, was
v~1y rusty, 111 fact very little tin was
v1s1ble, and any sanitarian would have
felt justifie~ in condemning its use.
Can 2 was m good condition but contained visible milkstone. Can 3 was in
fair condition, had no open seams and
no visible deposits. Can 4 was a' new
can and lid sterilized in an autoclave at
20 pounds pressure for one hour and
used as the control. "Unconditioned"
refers to the fact that the cans used for
this experiment received no treatment
other. than pr~cessing through the canwashmg machme.
!he dairy selected used milking ma~hmes and wa~ equipped with an 8-can
msulated coohng vat which was not
provide~ with ~ny means of agitating
the coohng medmm. No ice bank was
observed at the time of loading the
~ooler a~d the temperature of the coolmg med1um did not vary much 'from
a set temperature of 35 o F. The cooler
w~s !oaded to capacity at the end of the
mtlkmg operation.
The data asse1~1bled in this experiment~epresentatlve of similar results
obtained in other trials under similar
c~nditions, is graphically presented in
F tgure 1.
_Temperature checks made on the uns llrr~d ~nilk in ~he temperature check
can n~chc~ted that the temperature of
th~ t~tlk m. the top level did not reach
50 1< . unttl more than 5 hours had
elapsed aft~r the milJ.; had been placed
II~ the coohn~ y~t. fhe elapsed interv,~l between 1mtial sampling and samphng the same milk next morning was
13 hours. It is apparent that there are
no significant differences in counts on
any of th~, samples. The control can
counts ?-re in. close agreement with the
c~nnpos1te pall sample count and indiVIdual can counts. The odor test indicated the milk to be acceptable.
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It is perhaps pertinent to add that
the can washer through which Cans 1
··
· excellent'
-? , a n~I.3 were samt1zed
>vas m
cond1tton and that rinse and swab tests
made. on many cans processed in this
machtf!e gave very low counts. Still
more Important, the cans after treatment were always in a thoroughly dried
con~~ti_on. The. interval between the
samhzmg operation and use of the test
cans was about 8 hours.
~·The letter "a" as used in all of the
F tgure~ refers to high-temperature
short-tune laboratory pasteurization
and tl~e letter "b" to low-temperature
long-t1~11e Iabo:atory pasteurization.
Bacte1:1al ~eductwn by both methods of
the n:tlk 111 all the cans used in this
exp~nment was satisfactory, the pasteunzed counts being less than sao and
are reported as less than 500 because
the lowest dilution used was 1- 100. In
tl~e '.'est of the experiments the l-10
dllu~10n w~s always made on pasteun_zed mtlk samples. Direct microscopic counts on these samples were
all less than 100,000.
. ~t may be. concluded, under the conditions outlm~d for this experiment,
that slow coolmg had no effect on the
low bacterial count of the milk and
that the condition of the can both' from
the viewpoint of physical clefects and
the presence of deposits, had no significa!lt effect on the plate count of the
mtlk placed therein, after the cans had
been sanitized in an efficiently operated
~nd well functioning machine resulting
111 thoroughly dry cans.
It should be
borne in mind, however that the deposits pre~ent m~y have' contained viable orgamsms that had not been killed
by t~e heat treatment given by the
machme because of the insulation
afforded by the deposits and were not
subsequently incorporated into the milk
bec~use of the insolubility of the deposits. Th~ prob_ability is small, though,
~hat even 1f ava1lable for incorporation
mto the milk the deposits contained
enough organisms to increase materially the ~late count. The original
thermodunc level of the milk was not

l"IGURK 1
EFFECT OF THE UNCONDITIONED CAN ON THE MICROBIAL
CONTENT OF PREPASTEURI ZED MILK

a.
b.

4,000
.(. 500
< 500

...

5,000
500
500

... <

b.

b.<

...

6,200
500
500

~

<

b.

4,800
500
500

<

<

aoPF.

great possibility that high counts are
the result of cumulative contamination
from more than one source, which if
high enough would be augmented by
slow or delayed cooling methods. Certainly, this experiment indicates that
physical inspection alone >vould have
resulted, assuming that high counts
were obtained on the milk, in fixing the
responsibility on the cans when it
would have been far from the truth.
This is not to be construed as encouraging the use of cans in poor physical
condition and containing milkstone deposits as these should be replaced or
properly cleaned from the esthetic
viewpoint alone, as well as the possibility that the cans may not have been
efficiently disinfected and contain moisture thereby supporting growth and be
a factor resulting in high count milk.

II.

EFFECT OF THE INTENTIONALLY
SEEDED CAN ON THE MICROBIAL
CoNTENT oF PREPASTEURIZEo MILK

5,100
500
b. ( 500

... <

5,700
500
500

... <

4,200
... "-. 500 , _,.

b.

b.

<

a.--HTST Laboratory Pasteurization
b. --LTLT La bora tory Pasteurization

COMPOSITE
5,700
a.
500
b.
500

<

Open eeama, rusty, vo~ poor,
con4i tion, :rould condemn.
Can 2.

Good condition, visible milk- 1•

atone.

<

Can ;.

high enough to be of. ~my significance
even though the condttlon of. the utensils left a great deal to be destre~. The
dry condition of the cans duru;g the
before-use interval, no doubt, dtd not
afford enough moisture for the:modurics to multiply to any apprectable
extent.

< ·.5po-.,

Fair condition, no open Be:Am•,
no visible deposita.

The composite count obtained on (ltemilk from the four cans agrees exacto/,
with the arithmetic average of th~r
respective individual counts:
. : .·
The tendency of some mtlk samtaJaans to blame high counts solely 0n
milk cans should be modified to include
all other utensils since there is a ·.v,eey

The same general procedure outlined for the previous experiment was
followed in this trial, modified only in
that two of the test cans were intentionally seeded with bacteria. Can 1
was in good physical condition, not
seeded intentionally and obtained from
a plant that used no detergent but
"wasM'd " the can in water followed
by steaming. This can had a pronounced putrefactive odor, indicating
the presence of proteolytic organisms
in appreciable numbers. Can 2 was
very rusty, had open seams, and would
have been condemned on inspection.
Can 3 was seamless, in good condition
but contained visible milkstone. Can 4
was the autoclave-sterilized control.
Cans 2 and 3 were taken directly off
the can washer after treatment and
were seeded 28 hours prior to use by
pouring 500 mi. of fresh prepasteurized
milk into each can, replacing the lid,
and shakirtg- in the can rinse machine
described by Milone ( 1948).9 The
seeding mat~rial was left in these cans,
with the lids in place, for 28 hours

prior to use for the experiment in the
open air at late spring temperatures.
After the 28 hours had elapsed, the
cans were once again shaken in the can
rinse machine and samples of the seeding material taken in order to determine the number of organisms present
in the milk used for contaminating the
cans. The acidity of the milk, after the
28 hours, had not reached the point
causing precipitation of the casein although the odor was sour. The film
formed inside the cans was fairly uniform.
The seeding material was
drained from the cans for 15 minutes
so that the amount of residual milk
remaining in the bottom of the can was
negligible. The milk selected for use
as the seeding material was from a
producer noted for his consistently
high thermoduric counts.
The same dairy farm used for the
previous experiment was selected for
this trial. The results are shown
graphically on Figure 2.
The effect on the total and thermoduric count of pouring low count milk
into the cans is readily apparent. The
composite pail sample shows satisfactory bacterial reduction by both
methods of pasteurizatioi1, a result also
substantiated by the control can samples both on initial sampling and on
the following morning. The Can 2
seeding milk count was 270,000,000
per mi. Can 3 gave a seeding count of
135,000,000 per mi. An attempt was
made to measure the amount of milk
used for seeding Cans 2 and 3 so that
the number of organisms in each can
could be estimated. It was found,
however, that because of leakage during shaking, measurements could not
be made with any degree of accuracy.
It is believed that about 20 mi. of seeding material remained in the seeded
cans and the seeding material counts
do give a fair idea of the extent of
contamination of each can. The shaking procedure was refined in Trial C
and will be discussed later.
Can 1 shows somewhat less efficient
reduction indicating that the thermo-
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duric level may be high enough ev~n
tually to cause trouble, an as.sumptwn
borne out by the lower bactenal reduction shown on sampling · the same can
following overnight storage. . T.he
thermoduric level shows a defimte nse
immediately after . pouring the fresh
milk into seeded Cans 2 and 3. The

bacterial efficiencies on pasteurization
of the milk samples from Can.s 1 and 2,
taken initially and the followmg morning, within prac~ical limits, .are about
the same the d1fference bemg somewhat pro~ounced only in Can 3 and
then only by the HTST metl~od. The
increase in the thermodunc count,

FIGURE 2

!. £FFE::T OF THE CONDITIONED CAN ON THE IIISJROBIAL
CONTENT 01" PR<:PASTEURIZED MILK

450,000
a. 22,000-9$;(
b. )2,000-9?~

240,000
a. 81,000-6$;(
b. 45,000~1~

?00,000
a. 240, 000-20;(
b. 91, ooo-70f;

26,000
••
b.

480-96%
~~...

....

b. LTLT Laboratory Pasteurization

Can 2.
Can ;.

,,'.

Good condition, not intentionally seeded, putrefactive
odor several daye after washing using no deterg.nt.
Very rusty, open aeame,
would condemri.
Sea.mleaa, via1.ble milkatone.

overnight, is more or less proportional
to the increase in total count, both
levels rising appreciably. Certainly
the counts, after pasteurization, leave
a great deal to be desired.
These results also indicate that the
· pasteurization efficiency of the two
methods, under laboratory conditions,
is by no means identical, when thermoduric organisms are present in significant numbers. In general, the L TLT
method appears to result in comparatively better reduction than the HTST
method, the results being in agreement
with the findings of mar\Y other investigators. It is interesting to note that
in no instance was a pasteurized count
of 30,000 or less obtained on samples
taken from Cans 2 and 3.
The total, cotmts indicate an increase
over the original level, on holding the
milk overnight, of about one generation
in Cans 1 and 3 and two generations in
Can 2. The effect of the contamination
on the total count when the cans were
filled is by no means as great as one
might expect. The effect is significantly enhanced by the slow cooling
method involved and offers an interesting contrast to the results obtained
in the previous experiment.
It is rather startling to remember
that in actual practise the contamination ·d5'nditions set up for this experiment are not generally realized and
that according to these plate count results, one cannot escape the conclusion
that the role of the milk can in the
initial contamination of the milk placed
therein is not as great as one would like
to believe insofar as the total count is
concerned. The effect on the thermoduric level, however, is significant.
Considering the contamination involved, the total counts on Cans 2 and
3 are not much higher than the maximum established by the New York
State Sanitary Code of 200,000 for
prepasteudzed milk. These results
indicate that this standard is very lenient and could be lowered without
working a, hardship on a fairly careful
producer. In fact one is surprised
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that so much of the prepasteurized milk
on the market today shows counts
higher than 200,000 and the most
probable explanation may be the cumulative effect of slow or improper cooling on the initial contamim\.tion caused
by all of the utensils on the farm and
from other sources. It is reasonable to
believe that if a producer is careless
with milk cans he is also remiss with
other utensils and the milking operation itself. The clump microscopic
counts on all of the samples were not
very much higher than the plate counts
and in some instances lower.
Another rather interesting fact
shown by this experiment is that regardless of the contamination with proteolytic, lactic acid-producing, and
thermoduric organisms and the subsequent growth overnight, the milk from
Cans 1, 2, and 3 would have been accepted based on the odor test. Three
experienced deckmen who were told
nothing of the history of the milk stated
that the milk was satisfactory.
The total count on the composite
sample from all four cans as received
the following morning was 800,000
contrasting with an arithmetic average
count of the individual can samples of
611,000. The arithmetic averages of
the thermoduric counts on the individual can samples agree fairly well
with the pasteurization count of the
composite sample by both methods of
pasteurization. · The percent reduction
averages of the individual can samples
also agree closely with the percent reduction averages of the composite sample by both methods of pasteurization.
The percent reduction averages of the
individual can samples by the HTST
and LTLT methods of pasteurization,
both on intial filling and the following
morning, are 70 and 68 percent and 86
and 83 percent respectively.

Trial B.
. The results of this experiment 'a re
presented on figure 3. The cans were
seeded in the same manner as the cans
used in Trial A. This exper~ment dif-
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fered only in that the milk used to seed
the cans was left in the cans for 24
hours instead of 28 hours a.nd all three
cans were similarly contamm<~;ted. The
same farm used for the prevwus tests
was used for this experiment.

.

Good condition, visibte nu.lk-

stone.
Good condition,

. . bl

Vl.Sl.
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clean.

In contrast to the rest~lts. obtained
in Trial A, these results mdtcat~ tha~,
the milk used to seed the ~ans ~td n~t
contain thermoduric org~m~ms m s~ ~
ficient numbers to be stgmficant. ..n
all instances at least 97 percent and tit
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most instances 99 percent reduction composite sample count from the same
was obtained by both methods of cans next morning >vas 1,460,000. The
pasteurization.
.
. .
arithmetic averages of the individual
The seeding mtlk counts per mtlhcan sample counts were 246,325 _iniliter were 67,000,000 and 106,000,000
tially and 3,411,900 the next mornmg.
and 83 000 000 respectively for Cans \Vhile the composite counts do not
2, a~d
As in Trial A the initial agree with the indiyidual can count_ avcounts are again much lower than erages as well as 111 the two prevwus
\Yould be expected considering the ex- experiments, they do indicate that the
tent of the contamination. Again the milk was unsatisfactory.
pronounced effect of slow .co?ling on
The microscopic examination of the
the milk is apparent. In t111S mstance, films revealed small and large masses
however, the initial number of organ- of staphylococci, bacilli, streptococci,
isms in all 3 cans is increased by about and diplococci. The clump counts
-t O'enerations. In .contrast, it is noted agreed fairly well with the plate counts.
th:t no increase is shown by the control can overnight, once again demon- T r ial C.
In order to obtain an indication of
strating that low count milk is not appreciably affected by the slow cooling the contamination potential of the
method practised. The thermoduric seeded cans, the effect, if any, of freshly
level is sufficiently low to remain in- drawn milk on the flora of the seeded
significant overnight possibly du~ t.o utensil, and the effect of rapid cooling
suppression by the abundant multipli- on 'the milk, the general procedure was
cation of the lactic acid type of modified in the following respects in
bacteria.
this experiment.
.
. II of the 5 cans and ltds used were
This time Can 1 would have been
rejected by the odor test. This can new the lids being carefully selected so
was very rusty and had open seams. as t~ fit the cans snugly. The vents in
This indicates that cold milk rejected the rims of the lids were sealed by
because of odor due to high counts smooth soldering. All of the 5 cans
must be very bad indeed since a can in and lids were autoclave sterilized prior
very poor condition, both bacterio- to use.
Cans 1 3 and 5 were seeded accorcllr.•o'ically and physical!y, was necessary
i11g to th~ 1;rocedure already outlined.
toqocause rejection of the milk.
It is also significant that the milk in They were then placed in a room where
each can showed satisfactory reduction the temperature was kept at about 80-in count by both methods of pasteuriza- S!Oo F . for :24 hours. At the end of that
ti on. In only one instance, and that on time the cans were shaken again in the
the Can 1 milk, was the pasteurized can-rinse machine and samples of the
count greater than 30,000 and that by seedi1w- milk taken. The remaining
the LTL T method. Comparable re- milk \~as then carefully drained from
duction efficiencies on pasteurization is each can into a graduate and the
The
::.een by both methods of pasteurization. amount recovered measured.
The satisfactory reduction of the bac- figure of the amount sampled was
terial count on pasteurization is shown added to the figure of the amount reon both the initially contaminated milk covered, so that the amount of milk left
and the same milk held overnight under adhering to the inside of the can could
slow cqoling conditions. It is also evi- be established. The cans were allowed
to drain for 15 minutes to remove as
dent on the composite samples.
ln this experiment, the composite much of the seeding material as possample from the initially contaminated sible. It was determined that approxcans gave a count of 870.000. The imately 20 mi. remained in each can.
Again, it was found that the milk used

l,

a.
b.

Fooo
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for the seeding, although having a sour
odor, showed · no precipitation of the
casein so that the measm·ements were
easily made. Measurements were made
at the same temperature used when the
cans were originally seeded. Seeded
Cans 1 and 3 were used as test cans,
sterile cans 2 and 4 as controls, and
seeded can 5 was subjected to a rinse
test in an attempt to determine the extent of the contamination since Cans
1, 3, and 5 were identically treated.
The farm selected for this experiment was equipped with a 10-can cooling vat provided with an agitator so
that the cooling medium was in continuous circulation. The temperature
check can indicated that the milk in
the cooling vat had a temperature of
40° F. about an hour after the milk had
been stored in it. Three hours later
the temperature was 36° F. and the
milk as received next morning was
at 36° F .
The producer was notified to withhold two 40-quart cans of the morning
milk and keep it stored in the cooling
vat. This milk was used for the experiment which started at 4 :00 P.M., the
same clay. The milk from these cans
was poured into a pail, where it was
sampled, and equal portions were
poured into Cans 1 and 2 and the
process repeated until they were filled.
The pail samples ·were compositecl as
usual.
A similar procedure was followed
with the freshly drawn milk using Cans
3 and 4. Thus the effect of the seeding
on the milk produced at the previous
milking and the freshly drawn milk
could be compared. The results are
shown on Figure 4.
It is interesting to note that the
freshly drawn milk sampled from the
pail is definitely higher in count than
the older milk. Control Cans 2 and 4
counts, both initially and the next
morning agree closely with the pail
sample counts for both milks. The
effect of rapid cooling and storage at
very low temperatures is apparent on
both milks. The Can 1 initial count

which is close to the count obtained on
Can 1, Trial B (Fig. 3) shows no increase on overnight storage which
contrasts with the pronounced increase in count of the milk in the latter can. Apparently, even with relatively high count milk, rapid cooling
and low-temperature storage can keep
the count from materially increasing.
Bacterial reduction counts on pasteurization are satisfactory for all samples and exhibit very low thermoduric
levels according to both methods of
pasteurization. Composite counts agree
fairly well with the arithmetic averages
of the individual can counts.
Again it is surprising to note that
even the initially contaminated cans
exhibit total counts well below the acceptable maximum of 200,000 set by
the New York State Sanitary Code.
In fact, all of the total counts including
the composite counts would indicate
good quality mille The pasteurized
counts wottld be corisidered as very
good finished product counts. The
microscopic counts of the Cans 1 ~n~
3 milk were 400,000 and 420,000 mltially and 320,000 and 3~,"000 on the
samples taken the next morning.
The small increase in count in the
milk initially poured into seeded Can 3.
is worthy of note. The ~ rpicroscopic
count of this milk was ' lound to be
420,000 vvhich agrees closely with. the
microscopic count of 400,000 obtamed
on the Can 1 milk. Whether this result was due to the so-called germicidall
action of freshly drawn milk, involving;
phagocytosis, or agglutination o_r oth~ ·.
reactions or because the orgamsms 101
the pail milk were resistant to the action of the fresh milk while the orga11::
isms in the seeded can were suscep,·
tible is difficult to determine. Certainh)?
a bacteriostatic or bactericidal effect is
evident. This effect cannot be demon~:
strated in the previous experiments
since only freshly drawn milk was
used. However, it is doubtful whetb:!!r
all freshly drawn milk exhibits i:hi
property to the same degree since vaw
ation in the resistance of differet1t
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species and even strains, among other
factors, would influence the results.
Certainly, the initial temperature of
the milk in Can 3 was favorable for
the organisms whereas the temperature
of the older milk in Can 1 did not favor
growth.

a.

b.

147 :ooo
410
160

Foon
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The amount of the milk used for ·
seeding Cans 1, 3, and 5 remaining in
the cans after draining was found to be
20 mi. for each can. Table 1 gives the
results obtained by plating samples of
the seeding milk from Cans 1 3 and
5 and rinse tests on Can 5. ' '

}4,ooo

120,000

220

a.
b.
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b.

220

370
410

••
' b.

100,000
220
300

89,000
220
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a.

b.

148,000
400
210

a.
b.

31,000
200
180

a.

HTST La bora tory Pasteurization

b.

LTLT Laboratory Pasteurization

113,oqo
a.

b.

1,200
500

• Corrective. factor applied for number of organisms rem~ining in
CA.n follow1n~ each successive rinsing.

75,000
370
b:370

a.

TABLE 1
POTENTIAL VS. ACTUAL CONTAMINATION

(From Trial C)

Can
1
3

5
1, 3, 5

Seeding cotmt
perml. X20
8,760,000,000
7,200,000,000
9,400,000,000
8,520,000,000

Rinse test

Milk cotmt By seeding By rinse test
(pail cozmt count should count should
be
be
subtracted)
108,000
219,000
113,000
19,000
180,000
113,000

3 of any of the trials made in this study.
The gross contamination of these cans
surpassed the assumptions made in the
theoretical discussion involving sour
milk contamination given at the beginning of this article.

FIGURE 5

4,520,000,000

IV. gP.FECT OF THE COllOITIONED
CAN ON 1''1E MICROBIAL CONTENT OF PREP~<>·rmRIZED MILK

Note: Successive rinsings of Can 5 demonstrate the fact that, in general, on very high
count cans, the largest number of bacteria is removed 911 the first rinsing.

According to the above table about expected in the number of organisms
one half of the organisms in the seeded taken up by milk from utensils dependmilk Can 1 were incorporated in the ent on the surface chemistry of the film
milk placed therein. The• rather close if one has formed. The authors are
agreement between the rinse test result starting an investigation of this interand the contaminated milk count in esting problem. Although the constitCan 1 is interesting. The milk placed uents of milk appear to have good
in this can represents milk that had solvent properties, all of the seeding
been held over from early morning to material was apparently not ii1corpolate afternoon. The inhibiting effect rated into the milk in this experiment.
The odor test again showed all cans
shown by the freshly drawn milk in
·
this experiment (Can 3) precl~des ~he to be acceptable.
drawing of any definite concluswns m- Trial D.
sofar as that milk is concerned. The
The experiment described in Trial C
method of seeding the cans, as de- was repeated at anoth.~r..,.f.rrm · which
scribed, leaves a film on the inside sur- was also equipped with 10-can coolface of the can when it is shaken ini- ing vat provided with an ·agitator for
tially. When it is re-shaken 24 hours the cooling medium. Two of the fealater, the initial film is dry and another tures were different. One was that the'
film forms which is partially dry by thermostat of the coolM:ig· vat . functhe time the cans are used. One might tioned improperly so that the temperalogically conclude that the majority of ture of the freshly drawn milk did not
the organisms are contributed by the get to 50° F. until 3 hours had elapsed
fresher film although the effect of the after the milk can had been placed !111
fresher film may be to soften the older the cooling vat. It did not reach a
film and thereby result in the release temperature of 40° F. until after,
of some organisms from the older film . midnight.
The possible effect of the temperature
The other difference was that the
of the milks on the film should be kept seeded cans were kept overnight in ·i
in mind. The higher temperature of room where the temperature reached
the milk in Can 3 should allow easier 106° F. This resulted in precipitati9n
incorporation of the organisms than the of the casein. The titratable acidity of
lower temperature of the milk in Can the seeding milk, after incubation, was
1. Needless to say, under the condi- found to be 0.58 percent. It was,
tions outlined, that the indications are therefore, impossible to measure the
that not all of the organisms, poten- amount of milk remaining in the cans
tially available, are released or incor- after draining. The two differen<;es,
porated into the milk placed into the however, did set up the highest possi,P.le
contamination potential for Cans 1 and
~eeded cans. Thus variations may be

The results ar~ presented on Figure
5. In this case the previous milking
pail count is definitely higher than the
freshly drawn milk pail count. Percent
reduction of the count on pasteurization by both methods is satisfactory on

a.
b.

2,9QO,OOO
5,000
4, 700

a.
b.

150,000
2,200
2,000

...
b.

2,500,000
6,200
2,300

Freshly
Drawn

a.

b.

12,000
700
460

a

a.
b.

7,200,000
7,400
3,200

a.
b.

163,000
2,100
2,300

a.

HTST Laboratory Pasteurization

b.

LTLT La bora tory Pasteurization

a.
b.

6,600,000
14,400

a.

10,000
500

5,900

b.

480

6,000,000
8,300

1,900

46,ooo,ooo,oo
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all samples. The control can counts
agree closely with the pail counts. T.he
composite can count agrees closely with
the initial individual can count arithmetic average but is much higher than
the individual can average next morning. The pronounced effect of the contamination on initial filling is evident
on the milk in Cans 1 and 3. That
effect is greatly augmented following
overnight storage under slow cooling
conditions. The milk in the Can 2 control shows a slight increase overnight
even though the temperature dropped
only 4o F. overnight from an initial
temperature of 50 ° F. The slow coolin()" had no effect on the control Can
4 ~ount. The storage period was 17
hours.
The inhibiting effect evidenced in
Trial C of the freshly drawn milk is
not apparent in this experiment. This
indicates the extreme variations in the
effect shown by milks from different
herds and even from different cows. It
signifies that contamination from utensils may be inhibited in varying degrees or may not be inhibited at all by
the fresh milk placed into them.
Under the gross seeding conditions
outlined for this experiment the initial
contamination is again less than one
would expect. Such a condition could
only be realized on a farm if a producer
were to allow milk residue in a can
or pail to sour to the point of casein
precipitation, drain the utensil, and immediately pour fresh milk into it. It is
significant that notwithstanding the extremely high counts on Cans 1 and 3
next morning, the bacterial reduction
by both methods of pasteurization is
very satisfactory.
Finally, the rinse test performed in
Can 5 resulted in a total count of
146,000,000,000. Divided by 40,000 this
means that 3,650,000 organisms would
be added to each milliliter of fresh milk
placed in this can. Unfortunately, the
inability to estimate the amount of
seeding matePial left in the cans after
draining precludes calculations such as

MILK CAN

were made for Trial C. In this experiment the rinse test indicates that a
larger number of organisms were contributed to the milk placed in the cans
than in Trial C. This may mean that
the physical condition of the seeding
milk made the organisms more readily
available to the milk placed in the cans
than the films on the inside surfaces of
the cans used in Trials A, B, and C.
Cans 1 and 3 vvith the milk at a temperature of 45° F. as delivered the next
morning would have been accepted by
the odor test. The decision to accept
the milk was made honestly by two
The indiexperienced deckhands.
vidual microscopic counts were definitely higher than the plate counts on
all the samples.
Swab Tfsfs:

Swab tests of the seeded cans used in
Trails A and B were made prior to use
by swabbing each can across two diameters at right angles to each other
on the cylinder bottom representing an
approximate area of 12 square inches.
The lids were swabbed around the inside circumference of tl")J:! ..titfattached
part of the rim with an ap"proximate .
area of 11 square inches. Based on the
ratio of area swabbed to milk contact
area of can and lid, calculations indicated that subsequent init'taf contamination of the milk poured into these
cans was mtich higher than was indicated by the swab counts. The most
probable explanation may lie in the
fact that the swab, because of the small
amount of cotton used and its limiteJ
adsorption potential (non-absorbent
cotton was used) picked up only a
comparatively small number of organisms. However, the swab results did
indicate a gross contamination of each
utensil swabbed and based on the results the can would have been considered very unsatisfactory.
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bring large masses of micro..:organisms
into the mill<. This is especially true
when gross contamination takes place.
The microscopic method also had
drawbacks in that the total count, individual or clump, does not show the
proportion of viable to d<!ad organisms.
Neither method gives a true picture of
the state of activity of the organisms,
and this fact, together with the fact that
bacteria are not homogeneously distributed in milk, that there are more
than one species present, and that many
experimental errors are possible, make
these methods, at best, only an estimation of the number of organisms
present.
The 9th Edition of Standard M ethods

for

the

•.

The Plate Count Method and Jvficroscopic Method.
Contamination from shipping cans,
milking machines, and other utensils

Examination

of

Dair'l'

Products states that practically ail
Such
methods 11ave shortcomings.
limitations are not serious provided
they are not ignored when interpreting
the results of tests. This statement
has been kept in mind in analyzing the
results of this study. Plate counts are
still being used to determine compliance with standards. It is believed
that the results reported do represent
a trend, which properly evaluated can
and does at least partly give the answers to some of the questions regarding the important subject of contaminatiol<P.It is believed that the need for more
extensive research on the subject of
contamination of milk, especially in
reference to thermoduric organisms in
relation to their isolation, physiological
a~1d morphological characteristics, and
significance, is indicated by the results
obtained in these experiments. The
us~ of this approach to the problem,
using both pure cultures and natural
flora, promises to fill at least partially
the void now existing in our knowledge of this most important subject.
CONCLUSIONS

Subject to the conditions under
which this study was performed the results indicate that:
The condition of the can, both from

Fooo
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the standpoint of mechanical defects
and the presence of deposits. has no
measurable effect on the bacterial content ?f the p:epasteurized milk poured
therem provided that the utensil has
been sanitiz~d ~n a well functioning,
properly mamtamed can washin<T machir:e and is sufficiently dry ono completion of the process.
With rapid cooling and low temperature storage (below 40° F.) the initial
c?unt o~ even fairly high count milk
did not mcrease. Slow cooling on low
count milk did not significantly in:_rease the count on. overnight storage.
Freshly drawn nulk counts were not
necessarily consistently lower than
~ounts of milk from the previous milkmg. Fresh~y dr.a wn milk produced
under very msamtary conditions may
have very high counts.
The contamination of milk under
practical conditions, appears to be a
cumulative process and if the initial
count at the time of cooling was sufficiently high, the effect may be considerably augmented by slow cooling
methods.
The odor test as applied to cold milk
?11 the receiving platform may result
m the acceptance of very low quality
milk.
The thermoduric level of milk
poured into cans containing these organisms may rise high enough to give
unsatisfactory bacterial reduction efficiencies·on pasteurization by both the
HTST and L TLT method. The presence of thermodurics in excessive munbers were not detected by the odor test
performed on cold milk.
The role of the milk can in the initial
total contamination of the milk poure(l
therein, except in extreme instances,
was not as important as is generally
believed.
. A producer must be very careless,
msofar as cans are concerned, in order
to contaminate highly the milk poured
therein.
The commonly accepted
standard of 200,000 for prepasteurized
milk, in the face of the results, is very
(Contimted on page 369)
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NEW APPROACH TO FOOD HANDLERS TRAINING

used this new teaching technique with
amazing success as a teaching aid. It
stimulates interest; and by its use we

L. RowLAND, M.S.P!H., F.A.P.H.A.
t

AND
JAcK FRITZ,

\
\

B.S.

\

\

Department of Public Health and Welfare, Jefferson City, Mo.

T's magic. Yes, it is like magic and
the new approach to food handlers
training uses magic:. Have you ever
had to explain what bacteria really are
to a lay person? A person who has
never seen a- microscope or much less
ever looked through one? You educators ! Have you ever been asked
the question, "How do you know there
are germs all about us?" To solve
this problem, in our new approach to
food handlers training we originally
worked ancl experimented with fluorescent material and black light ; that
is, pictures were painted that were only
visible under the ultra-violet rays. In
our "patter" we would say bacteria are
invisible and cannot be seen with the
naked eye; yet they are about us every
clay; then we would show them this
apparently blank poster and comment,
"There is nothing on it. y;ou cannot
see anything on it, can you? It appears perfectly blank" Then on came
the black light and the germs would
pop up before them. This technique
proved quite successful. but it had its
limitations. It was limited to only
small groups. It lost some of its effectiveness when the group atfainecl a size
of 20 or more. Our posters could not
be made large enough to be seen from
the back of the rooni ; for when we did
make the posters larger they became
unwieldly aud practically impossible to
move from place to place. They became easily damaged, etc.
These
limitations started experiments in dissolved projection. We now can reproduce the same illusion of the
, invisible becoming visible by projection
on a screen any desired size and in

I

obtain a greater retention of knowledge. Thus, the illusions of magic are
used as a teaching aid.

Screen

(Supplemeljlt)

J.

..A..&.....VJ..J...l'IVJ...VU.X.

full color. We start by characterizing
the germ. "Mike-Robe" he is called.
He appears through a cloud and conducts a tour for the food handlers. He appears on an apparently
clean glass right before their eyes ;
between a sandwich; on a butter patty;
etc. . At the close of the program he
bids good-bye and steps back into the
cloud. It is all done with 2" . x 2"
colored slides and dissolved projectiorL
V\Te feel confident that this teaching
technique has unlimited possibilities
not only in the training of food handlers but also in other fields. Would
you llike to know how it is clone? \ Veil,
O.K. Here's how.
., ........... ·
First, two slides must 'be 1prepared
for any desired effect or illusion. One
slide-the No. 1 slide has a subject
and background but without germs.
The' second, or No. 2-":.slide, . has
identically the same subject and identically the same background, but it
does have the germs. For example,.
with the glass illusion, the first or No ~
1 slide has a glass, an apparently clean
glass. The No. 2 slide has identic;ally
the same glass except that it· now has
the germs painted on the glass. V./e
also must have two slide projectors
with a dissolving unit between them.
The No. 1 slide is projected, accompanied wi~h 'the appropriate "patter."
Then at the right moment by the controls of the dissolving unit the No .. 2,
slide is projected and at the same Illstance the No. 1 slide is dimmed out;
thus. the illusion of the germs appe~r
ing right before your eyes. The a~
tached drawing will perhaps make th1 _
explanation a little clearer. \1\ e hav.

\
\

\
\

Fadeouf

\

Fade/n

\
\
\
\

\
\
\

\

Dissolving unit
Product Used as Whipped Cream
(Continued from page 331)

sugar and vanilla. The whipped cream
prepared by release from nitrous oxide
pressure by 3 methods weighed an average of 0.22, 0.19, and 0.28 pound per
pint. This means that 1 pint of cream
mix made about 2 quarts of whipped
cream.
The total bacterial counts and the
coliform counts on the whipped creams
were high. the majority of average total
rotmts being in the millions per gram.
The flavbT of some instantly whipped
cream was very stale, but when made
from fresh bottle cream and milk the
flavor was good or excellent. The body
of most of the instantly whipped cream
was fluffy and of the mechanically
whipped cream was good or excellent.

Based 'upon this survey and published research, it was thought that
whipped cream of satisfactory characteristics would contain not less than
27 percent fat and would weigh at least
0.30 pound per pint.

1
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chines were attached 1 minute after
washing was begun.
Previous to each milking time, the
milking machines were taken apart and
scrubbed thoroughly with a detergent.
They then were rinsed in clear warm
water, reassembled, and placed on a
rack to dry. At milking time they again
were rinsed in . clean water by using a
milking machine washer. Care was
taken to use only new rubber parts and
to see that no cra~ks developed in
them.
Milking was clone by the same persons and at the same time each morning. Five machines were employed.
one being assigned to each group of
cows, as indicated in Table 1. This

THE USE OF HYPOCHLORITE AND QUATERNARY
AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS IN THE ROUTINE
\VASHING OF COWS' UDDERS PRIOR TO
MACHINE MILKING * t
E.

M.

KESLER,

c. B. KNODT, G. H. WATROUS, JR., AND P. s. WILLIAMS

Department of Dairy Husbandry, The Pem~sylvania State College,
State College, Pennsylvania

a previous publication ( 2), data
were presented which demonstrated
the effectiveness of several udder
washes containing hypochlorite and
quaternary ammonium compounds in
controlling the plate count of milk obtained by machine milking. No significant differences were found in the plate
counts of milk obtained by using various udder washes under rigidly controlled conditions. The question arose
as to the relative efficiency of hypochlorite and quaternary ammonium
solutions as compared to water when
used to wash a number of cows consecutively with the same solution in
routine milking practise. Accordingly,
the experiments presented in this paper
were designed to answer this question.

I
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ExPERIMENTAL PRoCEDURE

Five groups of five cows each were
selected from one of the college Holstein research herds. These groups
were comparable in daily milk production and stage of lactation at the beginning of the trials. The average daily
milk production for the cows used in
this trial was 44 pounds and the average stage of lactation was 165 days.
The experiment was conducted in October and November of 1947. The cows
were housed in stanchion type 'ltalls,
and all were feel and managed simi• The experimental data in this paper are taken
from a thesis presented by E. M. Kesler in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Master of Science in Dairy Husbandry, Pennsyl·
vania State College.
t Authorized for publication March 2, 1948, as
paper no. 1434 in the Journal Series <>f The Penn·
sylvania Agricultural Experiment Station.

larly . . The cows i1i a particular group
were located side by side in the stanchions so that they formed a five-cow
milking line; thus there were five such
lines, one for each group of cows. Their
udders were washed with clean water
preparations as follows : water alone,
200 p.p.m. chlorine, 400 p.p.m. chlorine,
200 p.p.m. quaternary ammonium compound, and 400 p.p.m. quaternary ammonium compound. A generally-used
commercial sodium hypochlorite powder was used for preparing the chlorine
solution. Similarly, a widely-used commercial preparation containing _10 percent alky 1-dimethyl-bepzyl'-"ammonium
chloride of high molecular weight was
used as a source of the quaternary ammonium compounds. Two gallons of
each of these solutions were prepared
just prior to milking, usi'Mg amounts of
the bactericides in accordance with the
manufacturers' directions. They were
prepared at a temperature of 125° F .
and were held in wooden pails to prevent decreases in temperature as much
as possible. A clean turkish towel was
used for each solution. One pail of
solution and one towel were used for
washing the udders of the five cows in
a particular group. Washing was done
throughout by the same person. The
udder and flanks of each cow were
scrubbed thoroughly with the towel
which had been removed from the solution and folded wet. The cloth then was
rinsed in the solution, wrung dry, and
used to wipe the udder. Two streams
of milk were removed from each teat
into a strip cup, and the milking ma-

made to rinse or clean teat cups or pails
between cows. Each cow was milked
dry and machine stripped only.
\iVhen the machine was removed
from the cow, a proportionate sample
of milk was obtained immediately with
a sterile glass sampling tube and
placed in a sterile sample bottle. The
milk from each of the five cows in
the group was obtained in this manner
and placed in the same sample bottle.
Thus, there were five samples of milk
each day, one from each group of cows.
The samples were iced, transported
to the laboratory, and plated on tryptone-glucose-extract-milk agar within
0.5 hour after the last cow was milked.
Plating and counting were done ac-

TABLE 1
THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND THE STANDARD PLATE CoUNTS OF MILK OBTAINED
IN TRIAL In •

Cow G·roup
I

II

Day 1
Quat.
ammonium
200 p.p.m.
22,000
Ab
Chlorine

ZOO p.p.m.
7,800
E

III

Water

v
}.

B

Chlorine

Water

1,000

400 p.p.m.
6,900

1,800

B

D

A

c

Chlorine

Quat.
ammonium
400 p.p.m.

Quat.
ammonium
200 p.p.m.

Chlorine

400 p.p.m.
15,000

Day 3
Water

c

7,WO
E

Quat.
ammonium
400 p.p.m.

Quat.
ammonium
200 p.p.m.

3,200

200 p.p.m.
12,000

200 p.p.m.
9,300

D

A

c

400 p.p.m.
2,500
E

Chlorine

Water

Chlorine

400 p.p.m.
2,100
D

3,200
A

Quat.
ammonium
400 p.p.m.

Quat.
ammonium
200 p.p.m.

Quat.
ammonium
400 p.p.m.

Quat.
ammonium
200 p.p.m.

2,600
B

IV

Day 4
Chlorine

Day 5
Quat.
ammonium
400 p.p.m.
9,400
D

Day 2
Chlorine

1,000

c

2,100
E

68(1

200 p.p.m.
2,100

2,800

c

5,100
E

Chlorine

Water

400 p.p.m.
1,300
B

1,400
D

3,600
B

Chlorine

200 p.p.m.
4,800
A

• Expressed as standard plate count per mi.
b MilkJ'!& machines designated by letters A-E.

unit was used to milk the five cows in
succession, a spare pail being provided
for each unit to facilitate changing from
one cow to the next. No attempt was

cording to Standard Methods for
the Examination of Dairy Products
( 1). This procedure was repeated five
clays with. treatments randomized in a

JVU.l\..l.'t.l"\..i.J VL'

Latin sq~are design so that no group
of cows received the same treatment
more than once during this period. Use
of the five machines was randomized
so that the same machine was used only
once on each cow and only once with
each treatment during the individual
trial. The trial was repeated four
times, using a separate Latin square
design for each trial.

The same groups of cows were used
throughout the experiment, except that
one cow in group II suffered an acute
attack of mastitis during the 2-day interval between trials I and II and was
replaced prior to trial II. Similarly,
during trial III a cow in group I also
developed an acute case of mastitis and
was replaced at the conclusion of trial
III. Each of these cows \Yas replaced

TABLE 2
THE PLATE CouNTS OF MILK OBTAINED DuRING THE FivE TRIALS •

Trial
I

Day
1
2
3
4

5

x
II

1

2
3
4
5

x
III

1
2
3
4

5

x
IV

1
2

3
4
5

x
v

1
2
3
4

5

Mean of
5 trials

x

Quaternary
ammonium
200p.p.m.
22,000
2,100
1,000
2,800
3,600
6,300
3,000
3,100
2,100
8,400
1,800
3,680
1,600
13,000
1,800
2,200
3,400
4,400
4,500
2,100
860
2,200
9,500
3,832

Quatemary
ammonittm
400p.p.m.
1,000
3,200
680
5,100
9,400
3,876
2,700
2,800
4,300
2,800
8,200
4,160
15,000
1,700
26,000
3,300
1,800
9,560
6,600
7,400
4,200
2,600
750
4,310

Chlorine
4oo'p.p.m.
Water
2,100
2,600
15,000
3,200
1,300
7,200
6,900
1,400
2,500
1,800
5,560
3,240
11,000
9,100
1,500
17,000
4,300
2,900
3,000
1,300
1,800
_1,700
4,320 ., ... .. ·.;
6,400
5,500
1,200
1,300
2,700
26,000
6,600
170,000b
5,100
6;600
2,700 - 8,120
37,420
640
2,700
6,300
1,100
1,600
6,200
1,700
3,000
1,600
2,700
2,368
3,140

75,oooe

1,200

37,oooe

9,200
24,362

15,000
3,500
2,700
7,400
20,720

1,900
2,800
16,000
11,780

100,000°
21,795

9,254
5,473

15,804
4,787

6,430
5,156

14,399
3,912

11,000
1,000
610

3,100
5,000
41,000°
5,300
3,700
11,620

1oo,oooe

5,966
4,507

• Expressed as standard plate count per mi.
b Mastitis.
e Apparently defective milking machine.
d Corrected means deleting counts denoted by b and c.

J

Chlorine
200 p.p.m.
7,800
12,000
2,100
9,300
4,800
7,200
1,400
4,200
13,000
1,800
1,400
4,360
2,000
1,700
2,000
3,000
210,000b
43,740
1,700
1,400
2,500
6,900
2,500
3,000

3,400
670
1,400

3,500

J..V..l..LL1~

.t\1.'\(1)

by an at1imal producing a similar
amount of milk daily and in the same
stage of lactation.
RESULTS

The experimental design and results
from the first trial are presented in
Table 1. The other four trials were
designed similarly. The bacterial plate
counts of all combined milk from each
group of five cows at each milking for
the five trials are presented in Table
2. As a result of the case of mastitis
during trial III, the plate count of the
milk from group I increased 1O-fold
during the last 3 days. This cow was
replaced at the start of trial IV. During
trial V there was an exceptionally high
count on the milk from a different cow
group each clay. This high count also
was on a different treatment each
day. Inspection· at the end of the
trial revealed that this increased
count corresponded to the use of machine no. 4 throughout this trial. It
was evident that there ·was some difficulty with this machine which careful
cleaning before each milking did not
overcome during trial V. The means of
the bacterial plate counts for the 25
milkings on each treatment are presente<.l in Table 2.
\V;4ile the means for three o[ the
rive treatments are higher than the
other two, examination of the data
shows that these high means were clue
either to mastitis or to an apparently
defective milking machine in trial V.
\ \Then these high plate counts were removed and the means recalculated, examination of the data indicated that
there essentially were no differences in
the mean plate counts. An analysis of
variance ( 3) was conducted on these

.l' UUU
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data and no statistically significant
differences were found between the
treatments. Variations clue to cow
groups were significant. On the basis
of these data and under the conditions
of these trials, it does not appear that
either hypochlorite or quaternary ammonium used in udder washes at le,•els
of 200 and 400 p.p.m. were of any
greater value than clean water when
washing five cows with any one \Yashing preparation.
SUMMARY

The effect of several commonl v used
udder washes upon the plate co~tnt of
milk obtained in machine milking was
studied using clean water preparations
as follows: water alone, 200 p.p.m.
chlorine, 400 p.p.m. chlorine, 200
p.p.m. quaternary ammonium compound, and 400 p.p.m. quaternary ammonium compound. No significant differences were found among the mean
bacterial plate counts of the milk produced under the various treatments.
Differences among cow groups were
found to be significant. The five trials
were conducted on five groups of. five
cows each under recommended herd
milking practices.
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.A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF MILK SANITARIANS

c.

A.

'~

ABELE

The Diversey Corporation, Chicago

AN experience of a quarter of a cen.li. tury in milk sanitation entitles me

to the privilege of reviewing that experience and of appraising the methods
followed by me and my contemporaries
during that period, and currently. This
review - limited to shortcomings- is
presented thus publicly (a public confession, as it were) in the belief that
the observations made apply with equal
force to some methods and practices
currently followed by some milk sanitarians, and that the enumeration and
brief discussion of some of these shortcomings may have a beneficial effect
It is not my purpose to detract from
the credit clue milk sanitarians for the
progress which has been made in the
betterment of milk quality, and the increase in and maintenance of the safety
of milk and milk products through the
past· several decades. Milk is the only
food product which has shown a decrease in number of epidemics traceable
to it. But, as I look back over my
period of milk sanitation activity, I become aware of a considerable degt~e
of inefficiency in the routine, clay-today conduct of my work, and of some
rather serious omissions, not only in
my own work, but also in that of many
of my contemporaries. Had these inefficiencies and omissions been recognized and rectified, it is probable that
we would all be further on the road to
our common objective than is currently
the case. If they can now be rectified
wherever they currently prevail, our
future advancement toward our objective will be more rapid, I am sure.
Furthermore, I cannot escape the
realization that I have been, at times,
* Pr~sented at the Thirty-fifth Annual M~eting
of the INTERNATIONAL AssoctATION OF MtLK AND
Fooo SANtTARtANS, INc., Philad~lphia , October 21,
1948.

rather obstinate in my resistance to
chang-e in nolicy or procedure, and frequently arbitrary in interpretations of
the application of policy or regulations,
when a less conservative attitude
would, in the light of subsequent developments, have been more intelligent.
Although these generalizations might
serve to ease my personal conscience
and provide me with a mental hairshirt, they are, without elucidation, unlikely to impress this audience, because
a majority of you may feel that you
are too advanced to be making the mistakes made by the last generation. I
shall. therefore, present my criticisms
in more detaiL
GENERAL INSPECTION PRACTISES

I stated that I had been rather inefficient in certain of ~•1r ··acti~ities.
Those activities included thousands of
farm and milk plant inspections- alone
in the early days, and with associates
more latterly. An essential.purpose of
those inspections- as is tl"tre of most
inspections- was to determine the degree of cleanlipess of the equipment
used. How did I make those determinations? By sight, touch, and smell;
precisely the same tools as were usedr
in the 1890's! It is readily granted;
that no more refined tools than these
are required to note g-ross shortcomings,
with respect to the cleaning of equipment; but there are a number of borderline zones or shades between "no
clean enough" and "clean," wherein
the decision rested entirely upon my
org-anoleptic and visual perception.
Were my hands always clean? W
my vision sharp and clear enough!
Was I unjust to the producer or plant
operator in terming the equipment "uri;!;
clean," or was I remiss in my duty t0

consumers in considering it "clean?"
In instances in which I was not able
fully to convince the nroducer or operator of the ineffectiveness of the
cleaning operation, but maintained my
pos'ition in spite of that. or in which
I mistakenly assumed the equipment
to be clean, could I have employed
means which would have made the conclition more obvious or more certain?
I think that question must be answered
affirmatively. But, I never carried a
lens or a box of cleaning _tissue with
me, and I never had the initiative to
use a fresh strainer elise, and in my
whole experience I have ·seen very few
milk sanitarians do so.
I understand quite clearly that providing themselves with a lens or cleaning tissue, or both, would further
burden milk sanitarians with equipment, and that some of them would
have to provide them from personal
funds . But that does not obscure the
fact that inspection based solely upon
the unaided human senses is also rather
likely to suffer from a certain degree
of inefficiency, from at least two points
of view : (a) some uncleanliness is
likely to be overlooked. and (b) a producer or plant operator who is charged
with ineffective cleaning is more likely
to correct the deficiency if he can be
shownil!oevidence to substantiate the
charge. And I wonder whether the
handling and feeling of equipment with
h~mcls which last held the steering_
wheel or picked up a milking stool can
really be justified. If we give the
matter mature consideration, the wiping
of equipment with the open hand, or
the scratching of a surface with a
fingernail, is-to say the least-a somewhat unscientific and a crude means of
determining its condition.
CLEANING ON DAIRY FARMS

. Most mil~ ,sanitarians recognized the
Importance of cleaning as a phase of
milk sanitation. I, too, knew this, even
wl!en I was considerably younger. I
fat!ed to make the distinction, how-

~ver,

JSS

bet_ween knowing that cleanliness
ts essential and knowing how to effect
complete cleaning. The effecting of
complete cleanliness is more technical
than is generally appreciated. It is
dependent upon: (a) the use of an
appropriate combination of chemicals
(b) the correct concentration of th~
use-solution, c) effective application
o! ~he solution,_ and (d) complete
nnsmg of adli.enng solution and suspended matter. When I saw a container of a commercial dairy washinocompound in a milk house, I took ~
for granted that the producer AND his
milk house employee, or ALL of the
members of his family who help in
the milk house, knew how to prepare
washing-compound use-solutions, and
how to apply them. And when I discovered equipment to be ineffectively
cleaned, it was assumed that the cause
necessarily was inadequate use of
brushes or slovenly workmanship.
I assumed that producers knew how
to prepare in proper strength solutions
of the washing compound they purchased, because directions usually appear on the container label. In the
light of subsequent experience, I am
now certain that in many instances I
made assumptions-assumptions which
were easy to make, due to the fact that
they coincided with my hopes, and
which made it possible for me to proceed to the next observation or to the
next farm without further loss of time.
I also realize. that I was not singularin either sense of the word-in making
that kind of assumption. Those assumptions are being made all over the
Na~ion, every clay (except Sundays and
hohclays).
I trust I shall not be censured for
devoting so much attention to the relation of sanitarians to the cleaning opera~ion.
It is a subject, however,
whtch can hardly be over-emphasized.
I know, for instance, that in a recent
su:vey of a relatively large number of
cla1ry farms supplying a chain of milk
processing plants, it was found that
the average annual consumption of

d<!-iry washing compound was 14 by noting that there is a container of
pounds per farm. A rough calculation a proprietary washing compound on
indicates that the minimum quantity the milk house shelf or floor, and ASof alkaline cleaning compound needed SUMING that the milk house perin the course of a year, in the mi-lk sonnel knows how to use it, and does
house of a farm producing 30 gallons use it twice daily.
(three cans) of milk daily, is fifty
pounds. If the AVERAGE consumpCLEANING IN PLANTS
tion on these farms was 14 pounds (beEven
though pasteurizin~ plants are
tween 25 and 30 percent of the minigenerally
inspected more frequently by
mum needed), some of the producers
necessarily used considerably less. milk sanitarians than are dairy farms,
Whether those producers used too little the location and condition in which deof the compound purchased in pre- tergent compounds are kept, the conparing use-solutions, or whether they centrations in which use-solutions are
used the solutions too irregularly, the prepared, and the manner in which
probable cause of any uncleanliness of these solutions are applied, are rarely
utensils discovered is rather obvious. carefully checked by sanitarians. Lest
I know, too, that in my own experience, I be misunderstood, I may say that I
and that of others who are willing to have frequently watched some portion
be candid about the facts, uncleanli- of the clean-up operation in receiving
ness of dairy farm utensils and equip- stations and milk plants, and I have
ment is the deficiency most frequently no dou.bt that most sanitarians carry
found by efficient milk sanitarians- inspections at least to that extent. But
even though their tools are only sight how many make it a practice to exand touch. I am not quite willing to amine the deterg-ent ih the storage conconclude that so large a proportion of tainer, to note whether it has become
milk producers are intentionally indif- caked and deteriorated; to check the
ferent-if indifference may be said ever relationship between the amounts custo be intentional-to the condition in tomarily used and the vGlluJj)es of water
which milk-handling equipment is in which they are dissolved against the
maintained, or that they are so occu- recommendations of the manufacturer?'
pied with other farming activities that Concentration and temperature deterthe time necessary for effective cleaning mine the effectiveness of gleaning solucannot be devoted to it. I am far more tions. If these are not !ctj~sted 'to the
inclined to suspect (a) that they have work to be done, a normal degree of
not been fully instructed on the farm scrubbing will not be effective in rein the technique of preparing use-solu- .moving all of the residue.
tions and of cleaning, or (b) that conCoMMON OvERSIGHTS
ditions or facilities in the milk houseparticularly in winter-are not conduNot only do mill< sanitarians mal~e
cive to effective cleaning. The point many assumptions, some of which apI wish to emphasize is the need for a pear to be unwarranted; they also ovet;recognition of the basic cause for the look and appear to be oblivious to situacondition which ·most milk sanitarians tions which recur continually. Th~re
agree to be a prqblem, and the desir- are also others, but I wish to mak'
ability of the adoption of remedial reference only to two.
measures. It is not my purpose to
The first is the maintenance of tl\"e
suggest or to discuss remedial meas- necessary concentration of the washiilg
ures; they are obvious. I do not hesi- solutions in can- and bottle-washeys
tate to state, however, that this particularly the former. We know.., if
widespread problem, which all milk we devote any thought to the matteir,
sanitarians face, will not be resolved that the washing of each can, OF row

of bottles, reduces the cleaning power
of the washing solution to an extent
predetermined by the chemical nature
of the compound used and by the degree of soilage of the cans or bottles.
In other words, there is a limit to
the number of cans or bottles which
on effectively be cleaned by a solution
of a given concentration. Continued
use of such a solution, after this limit
has been reached, would necessarily result in ineffective cleaning, UNLESS
THE STRENGTH OF THE SOLUTION IS BOOSTED BY THE
ADDITION OF MORE COMPOUND. Detergent manufacturers
and dairy plant managements (but not
as many milk sanitarians) have learned
this from experience ; and can-washer
operators undertake to counteract this
phenomenon in the following manner :
The can-washer solution tank is freshly
charged every morning. If the desired
concentration of the solution necessitates a charge of a certain volume
or wei~rht, an excess over that quantitv
is added. The excess over the prescrib~d concentration assures adequate
cleamng power of the washing solution
for a certain number of cans, determined by experience, or possibly by
rule-of-thumb. The operative's intent
is to add more washing compound to
the s~ution in the tank when the number of cans washed approaches the predetermined number. However , this
manual maintenance of washing solution concentration is subject to the
usual vagaries of human behavior, distractions, etc., so that in many instances
more than the predetermined number
of cans have passed through the washer
before up-keep is added-in an amount
which may or may not be adequate.
This cycle of depletion and boosting
of washing solution strength continues
throughout the can-washing run, in
consequence of which a graph of progressive solution strength would have
a_distinctly "saw-tooth" profile. a portion of which would lie below the desirable concentration level.
The implication of this profile should

be obvious. Milk sanitarians expect
ALL-not only a variable portion- of
the cans discharged from a can washer
to be clean, and milk producers look
for clean cans to be returned to them
EVERY day. Those desiderata can
not be assured, regardless of the
mechanical design and operating condition of the can washer (about which
there has recently been considerable
comment and activity), if a varying
percentage of each daily run of cans
is subjected to washing with solution
which is too weak to remove all of
the residue left in the cans by the prerinse. Is it not evident that milk sanitarians, in a proportion which reflects
seriously upon the extent of our acquaintance with normal can-washer
operation, have been- and are currently-quite oblivious of this inevitable chemical reaction in can-washing
solutions? I am aware of no organized
or concerted action directed toward
mandatory maintenance of adequate
can-washing solution strength, which
might be advanced in refutation of that
circumstantial evidence. Is it possible
that we have been focusing on some of
the smaller trees so long that we cannot
see the forest?
The second item of oversight to
which I wish to refer is the condition
of the interior of transportation tanks,
although I propose to be very brief.
I merely wish to call attention to the
observation that a thorough inspection
of the interior of a tank- storage or
transportation, but especially the latter- cannot be made by leaning over
or into the man-hole and directing- a
flashlight beam at the ends and periphery. A tank must be entered to be
cleaned ; it must also be entered to be
inspected. Entry necessitates the wearing of coveralls, rubbers, and a cap,
and the use of a strong flashlight or
of an electric light with a good reflector, on an extension cord. Should
this discussion inspire any of this audience to inaugurate the closer inspection
of milk transportation tanks, they are
warned not ·to make the potentially
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versation, to a product by its trade
name, when discussing the remedy for
a condition with a producer or plant
superintendent. (Some classes of product have actually come to be known
throughout the industry by the trade
names of their prototypes.) In general, those slips of the tongue may be
considered accidental and unintentional. When, however, officially-connected sanitarians specify that produ~ts
or equipment bearing specific trade
names are to be used, and prohibit- by
MISDIRECTED ZEAL
innuendo or by instructions to local
Thus far I have discussed inspection dealers- the use of similar products or
inefficiencies of milk sanitarians. The equipment of other brands. they exother end of the behavior scale- mis- ercise a prerogative and authoritv not
directed zeal- also warrants considera- vested in them, and subject thems~lves,
tion. It is possible that I have inap- and their superiors, to the suspicion
propriately used the term "misdirected that their motives are not limited to
zeal." In any event, there are two the improvement or maintenance of
types of behavior which, in my opinion, milk quality. It has been my unenviare subject to a certain degree of criti- able experience to have been, at- differcism. These are : (a) the effort to ent times, on both sides of such
restrict milk producers and plant man- situations, and I can, from that expeagements to the use of equipment or rience, give positive · assurance that
supplies of specific manufacture, and these situations have explosive poten(b) the tendency (generally limited tialities for serious embarrassment to
to administrators) to oppose the use those, even remotely, involved. I wish
of equipment or products, or the adop- to make it clear, howe:xer,·""that this
tion of methods, which depart from criticism applies only to · officiallythe conventional, but which may be the connected sanitarians, not to those enforerunners of real progress in our gaged primarily in instructional activprofession.
ity, whose function it is. to advise
Taking up the first of these types producers.
-~'
in detail, I have read many milk ordiI recently visited the Pacific Coast
nances and statutes, but I do not recall states, and learned about and saw a
ever having noted a provision that a number of developments in milkspecific trade-marked product must be handling which deeply impressed me.
used. Nevertheless, it is a matter of Most of you know, I suppose, that
common knowledge that milk sani- California production of milk for fluid
tarians, here and there, from time to consumption is conducted on a scale
time (possibly in an effort to be of of a magnitude different from that in
assistance), advise producers and plant the Mississippi Valley and the East.
managements what make of equipment A 75-cow dairy is considered small,
or what brand' of product to use or the average ranges· betvveen 300 and
stock. However sincere such advice 450 cows, and there are some at which.
from an officially-connected milk sani- over 1,000 cows are milked. The cows
tarian may be, it is usually regarded are confined and fed in a corral, the
as specific instruction by the recipient, milk is cooled and stored in cold-hold,
tanks , and is transported to the paswho draws his own conclusion.
Every milk sanitarian knows how teurizing plant in tanks. This is ill
easy it is to make reference, in con- relatively localized development, re-

fatal- and 1 mean FATAL- mistake
of ~sing an extension cord without a
transformer (voltage reducer) somewhere in the line. The word ''electrocuted" in a news item is so final ! Any
less prepared effort at milk tank inspection constitutes little more than a pretense. I ought to know, because I
thought I had been inspecting tanks
quite conscientiously, until I learned
how to do it effectively.

suiting from such local economic factors as land value, climate, cost of
labor, and arability of the land, and
is of interest rather than of significance
to those of us who reside and carry
on our work elsewhere. But I did
also note several practisef;l in .mi~k
handling which appear to have stgmficance for all of us.
Raw milk pipe-lines ar~, in a number
of instances, rarely dtsmantled for
cleaning. Instead, cleaning and bactericidal solutions are pumped through
them. This procedure is · followed at
numbers of the farms at vvhich milking
machine combine systems are in use.
These lines are from time to time .
broken for inspection by Health Department or Dairy Service Bureau personneL and 1 was assured that the condition of the pipe lines is exc,ell~nt
and that bacterial content of the mtlk
from dairies following that cleaning and
bactericidal treatment practice is consistentlv under 25,000 per ml.
Rubber hose is used to transfer milk
from farm storage tanks to transportation tanks, and to empty the latter.. In
this instance, also, the apparent ltberality of milk control administrators appears to be justified by the record of
laboratory findings.
I cite these two instances of rather
shar~-departure from conventional
practises in most other sec~ions of ~he
Nation. because they consbtnte an mdex of the startling contrast in the
viewpoint of administrators there and
elsewhere, the contemplation of which
generates the suspicion that some. of t.ts
may have become ultra-conservative. m
our views and in our tendency to mamtain the status quo. This latter th~me
might be elaborated upon; but my t~me
is growing short, and I have , I thmk.
alreadY sufficiently clearly indicated the
general nature of my views.
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In this critical appraisal of milk sa.nitarians the obvious-the commendation
for hard-vvon achievements- has deliberately been omitted. That omission
should not be taken to connote that I
am a misanthrope who sees only the
dark side of the picture ; I recognize
our achievei11ents, but I feel that commendation comes with better grace and
has more savor when received from
outside our ranks.
I realize that I have been sharp in
some of the criticisms presented. If
they appear to have been directed
specifically at any individual- present
or absent- be assured that that has not
been . my intent. Bear in mind t?at
I have admitted my personal remtssness in most of the matters discussed,
and that I get around considerably .
If, after these remarks, anyone still
feels offended, I recommend that he
suffer in silence, and avoid betrayal by acknowledgment of his
shortcomings.
This paper has really been directed
at the younger members of this Association who are engaged in official milk,
or milk and food. control activitiesmaybe I should use the old term, "inspectors." Like Napoleon's troops, all
of whom potentially carried in their
knapsacks a marshal's baton, every
younger member of this audience is
potentially a milk or fC!od sanitation
administrator. I have dtscussed practises which, I trust you will agree,
should be avoided, and policies which
might well be carefully weighed, and
possibly modified. Unless the tendencies described are curbed, the rising
curve of public approbation of our profession is likely to break into a sharp
decline- a development of far greater
import to you who •will eventually succeed us than it has been to us, who
bequeath it to you.

MILK and FOOD SANITATION
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE MACHINE
DISHWASHING >:·
National Research Council,

of mechanical dishwashincluding military and other
Federal agencies, are concerned about
securing the optimum in operating
efficiency in new installations of dishwashing machines. Studies of the
efficiency of such machines from the
viewpoints of sanitation and public
health have been reported by Committees of the American Public Health
Association 1 and by · the National
Sanitation Foundation.2
To make it possible for Federal
agencies to take advantage of the latest
knowledge on this subject in making
new installations of dishwashing machines this Committee, through its
Subcommittee on Food Supply, developed and presents herewith recom·
mended minimum requirements for
machine dishwashing. The general
adoption of these minimum standards
by institutions, hotels and restaurants
would simplify for all users the problem of procuring the types of dishwashing machines and auxiliary equipment required for dishwashing and installations that can be operated with
consistently good results.
It is not anticipated that these stand·
ards will be applied to existing installations of dishwashing machines. The
remodeling of an old machine to meet
a single item of the minimum requirements may accomplish nothing. Among
the few items that may be singled out
to improve efficiency is that of prerinsing the dishes. Otherwise full
compliance with all details of these
ROCURERS

Pers,

*At its meeting on 9 June 1949, the Committee
Sanitary Engineering and Environment, National Research Council, approved the enclosed set
of minimum requirements for machine dishwashing
as a recommendation to the Armed Forces and
on

other interested agencies of the Government.
Because the numerous inquiries received indi·

cated a widespread interest outside of the Govern·
ment, the Committee voted at its meeting on 7
October to release this material for public us•.

Washi1~gton

25, D. C.

requirements is essential to make
installations operate efficiently.
general it is likely to be cheaper to
stall new equipment meeting the
quirements than to overhaul old
stallations.

old
In
inrein-

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR MACHINE
DISHW ASIIING

StatHs
This is a tentative functional specification
designed to incorporate the results of recent
studies of the efficiency of mechanical dishwashers.
Objective
.
To treat soiled eating and drinking utensils so as to remove all visible soil, wash
water, and detergent, leave them clean and
reasonably dry, and effectively reduce the
public health hazard.
Scraping
Food remains shall be removed from the
dishes by hand or suitable .mechanical
device.
., r' ·
Pre flushing
The preflushing of dishes with warm
water, with or without detergent, is highly
desirable. This may be done in . a preftmh
section of the dish washing 'ftl<tchine of
demonstrated effectiveness or as a separate
operation.
The warm water containing
detergent overflowing from the wash water
tank or overflow rinse water may well he
utilized for preflushing.
Racks and Racking
The dish racks shall be of such design as
to minimize masking of the sprays. Construction with non-marking corrosion-re-'
sistant welded wire is recommended. The
number of each type of utensil per rack
shall be limited as overcrowding prevents
effective washing. A sufficient number of
racks shall be provided to permit continuous
operation under maximum load. Means
shall be provided for returning empty racks
without damage or contamination from the
outlet to the inlet end of the machine.
Washing
The temperature of the wash water shall
be not less than 140° F. With good preflushing, higher temperatures, i.e., 160o F.
or more are desirable. Means shall be pro-

~

vided to maintain the temperature ' of the
wash water at not less than 140° F .
The minimum time of washing shall be 20
seconds, during which time each rack of
dishes shall be sprayed from above and below in about equal amounts with a total of
not less than 12 gallons of wash water per
100 square inches of tray area under not
less than three pounds flow pressure at the
top manifold.
In single tank machines the time of washing shall be controlled automatically at not
less than 40 seconds, and in multiple tank
machines such time shall be controlled at
not less than 20 seconds by timed conveyors
with effective method to prevent racks from
being pushed through.
Means should be provided to maintain the
concentration of detergent in the wash water
automatically and continuously at not less
than 0.1 percent by weight in excess of that
necessary to satisfy the hardness of the
water.
In multiple-tank dishwashing machines excessive spilling or carry-over of water shall
be prevented by providing at least 15 inches
of space between the beginning of the wash
tank and the center of the first spray arm
opening, at least 20 inches between the
centers of the last wash spray arm opening
and the first rinse spray arm opening, at
least 5 inches between the center of the
last rinse spray arm opening and the curtain
rinse opening, and not less than 10 inches
between the center of the last curtain rinse
spt·ay opening and the end of the rinse tank.
When necessary, because of extended spray
patterns or otherwise, baffles shall be installed between the wash and rinse tanks to
prevent further intermingling of wash and
rinse waters.
R-inse ..-.~
A power or recirculated rinse (two-tank
machine) is desirable wherever the quantity
of utensils to be washed justifies the cost
and the space available for installation
permits.
The temperature of such rinse water shall
be not less than 180° F. at the inlet to the
·pray arm. The minimum time of rinsing
shall be W seconds, during which time each
rack of dishes shall be sprayed from above
and below in about equal amounts with a
total of not less than 12 gallons of rinse
wate1· per 100 square inches of area under
not less than 3 pounds flow pressure at the
nozzles. Where this rinse is used as the
sanitizing rinse provision shall be made
to stop the machine automatically and
to display a warning light whenever the
temperature o£ the rinse water drops below
l?Oo F. A key-operated device shall be provtded to permit starting and operating the
machine in emergencies at less than the
recommended temperature.
When a recirculated rinse is not provided,

as in single-tank machines, the fresh water
rinse from the pressure line shall be maintained at a temperature of not less than
180° F. at the inlet to the spray arm and
provided with automatic stop and warning
light as above. The minimum time of rinsing shall be 10 seconds during which time
each rack of dishes shall be sprayed with
not less than % gallons of fresh water per
100 square inches of area under not less than
15 pounds flow pressure at the nozzles. Provision shall be made to stop the machine
automatically and to display a warning light
whenever the temperature of this rinse water
drops below 180° F. A key-operated device
shall also be provided for emergency operation.
Curtain Rinse
A curtain rinse may be provided on each
multiple tank machine but is insufficient for
use on single tank machines. Such rinse
shall use not more than 2 gallons of water
per minute maintained at 180° F. or more at
the inlet to the spray arm.
Removal of Vapors
Where excessive moisture accumulates
and causes condensation, the installation
should include suitable means for ventilation and removal of the excess vapor.
~ alves
The water and steam valves shall be of dependable construction, easily accessible,
marked with standard designating colors
in accordance with A.S.A.: A 13-1928
"Scheme for the Identification of Pipin~
System," labeled as to purpose, and shall
not so protrude as to be easily broken off.
Valves shall be suitable for the purpose and
built to withstand 1:25 pounds operating
pressure. The water valves shall be of
globe type with removable seats.
Tlu:nnometers
A dial type thermometer with 180° F.
visibly marked, showing final rinse water
temperature, shall be installed at eye level
near the discharge end of the machine where
it is protected against breakage. The bulb
shall be located so as to show the temperature of rinse water entering the spray arm.
Similarly, a thermometer shall be installed
to show the wash water temperature.
Pressztre Gages.
Gages shall be provided to show the flow
pressure as near as practical to the spray
arm openings of both the wash and rinse
water systems.
Scrap T1·ays
Scrap trays shall have openings smaller
than those in the spray arm and shall be
readily accessible and removable for clean(Ed. note.-"A.S.A."
Association.)
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ing. A strainer, accessible for cleaning,
shall also be provided on the pump suction.

SpraJ' .--ln11s
Spray arms shall be made of material that
is relatively non -corrodible in warm detergent solution and shall be easily removable
and accessible for cleaning. The· slots or
jet openings shall be large enough not to
clog easily and shall be so placed as to completely spray every part of every utensil in
racks of the standard size delivered with
the machine.
.
Either the spray arms shall move or the
dish racks shall be moved during washing
and rinsing to increase the coverage of th<:
sprays.
Construction
The tanks and hood shall be constructed
of monel metal, stainless steel or equally
corrosion -resistant material in such a manner as to be easily cleaned.
Sharp angles, unnecessary ledges, and
open seams shall be eliminated. To facilitate cleaning of the interior, consideration
should be given to locating as much of the
piping as possible on the exterior of the
dishwashing machine.
Each tank including the pump, shall be
easy to drain. The pump suction shall be
at least 2 inches above the bottom of the
tank.
Each tank shall be provided with a water
level indicator.
The supporting frame, motors, and pumps
shall be of smooth construction with all
parts accessible for cleaniljg.
Adequate
guards shall be placed over moving parts.
The bottom platform of the machine shall
be not less than 6 inches off the floor.
Side clean-out doors or removable panels
not less than I6 inches in width shall be provided for convenience in cleaning the tanks.
Conveyors shall be so timed that the fixed
speed will provide at least the minimum
holding times herein specified for the
various operations.
Water Supply
Water meters that are too small and
water mains that are too small or too badly
encrusted to deliver sufficient water for
the sanitizing rinse under the existing conditions of installation are a frequent cause
of failure of dishwashing operations.
When the hardness of the water exceeds
5 g·rains a hard water detergent should be
used; when it exceeds 100 grains, softening
to 5 grains or less is recommended.
In order to secure uniform water pressure
the installation of a pressure-reducing valve
on the hot water line to the fresh water
.rinse of the dishwashing machine is recommended, so set as to give 15 pounds flow
pressure at the upper rinse arm openings
while in operation.

The water connections to the dishwashing
machines shall be so made as to prevent
back-siphonage of dish water, sewage or
wastes, and in accordance with A.S.A.
A 40.6-1943, "Back-flow Preventers."
The hot water storage tank shall be of
ample capacity and the heater shall have
sufficient recovery capacity to supply the
amount of water, at not less than I40• F.,
needed for maximum length dishwashing
periods and other operations for which it
is designed to provide water, if carried on
simultaneously.
.
A booster heater shall be provided close
to the point of application at the dishwashing machine for each fresh water rinse, and
shall be of sufficient capacity to provide
water at the rate of not less than 4 gallons
per 100 square inches of tray area per
minute at ISO• F. or higher at the inlet to
the spray arm for a single tank machine
and 2 gallons or Jess per minute of ISO• F.
water for each curtain rinse on a multiple
tank machine.

!'lacing
The machine shall be so installed that· all
parts are easily accessible for repair,
servicing. or replacement.
Opcratin!J lnstmctions
Complete operating ii1structions shall be
provided.
Such instructions shall stress
draining the tanks empty after the dishes
from each meal are finished, cleaning the
tanks and spray arms, and leaxillg t11em dry
·• 1' '
until the next use.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Advances in Food Research, edited
by E. M. Mrak and George F.
Stewart. Vol. I. Published by
Academic Press, Inc., New York
10, N. Y. 459 pages. 1948.
$7.50.
This is the first volume of a series
which the publisher announces will
cover the development of food research
as a whole. The editors break down
the subject into the following headings:
human nutrition, food acceptance, agriculture, microbiology and public health,
biochemistry and histology, food technology and engineering, entomology
and zoology, and commodity areas
(comprising special food products). In
the present volume the subjects discussed are :

particularly useful in that it reveals

~he. limitations of our knowledge and

mdtcates
needed.

fields

where

research

is

Odors-Physiology and Control, by
C. P. McCord and W. N. Witheridge. Published by the McGrav,:Hill Book Co., Inc., New York.
405 pages. 1949. $6.50.
In their preface the authors state
that they have attempted "a summary
o_f the latest knowledge of the perception, measurement, classification, control, and elimination of odors, and an
appraisal of the significance of odors
in relation to health, emotional life
economics, and related legal problem~
. . . particularly those odors which are
The_physiol?gy and chemi~try of rigor mortis
w1th spec1al reference to the aging of beef classified as offensive."
Factors influencing the vitamin content of
Full and scholarly discussion is ofcanned foods
fered on olfcatory physiology and
The physiological basis of voluntary food
anatomy, the hedonics (pleasure) of
intake (appetite?)
Biochemical factors influencing the shelf odors, the relationship between health
life of dried whole eggs and means for
and odors, the control and abatement
their -~1trol
of odor nuisances, and pertinent legal
Factors affecting the palatability of poultry
with emphasis on histological post-mortem statutes. An extensive bibliography of
over three thousand references and
changes
Deterioration of processed potatoes
many illustrations enrich and support
The influence of climate and fertilizer prac- the text.
tices upon the vitamin and mineral content
After dealing with the anatomy and
of vegetables
physiology of the olfactory system,
Nonenzymatic browning of fruit products
Microbial inhibition of food preservatives
odors ("osmyls"- see editorial, page
High-polymer pectins and their deesterifica315) are discussed in relation to their
tion
chet:nical classification, constit~ttion, deEach review deals extensively with tection, and measurement, vanous types
current research, present thotwht in of odo_rs in relation to health, comfort,
explanation of observed phengmena, and dtsease, household and industrial
many tables, and extensive references odors, control and destruction the
to the literature. The critical discus- making of an odor survey, and finally
sion of the . p.ewly published work is the legal aspects of odor nuisances.
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
Minnesota Dairy Fieldmen and Inspectors' Association
(Minnesota Milk Sanitarians Association)

The annual meeting and m'tnqitet was
held at the President Cafe, Minneapolis,
Minn., at 6:30 p.m. Dr. \V. W. Mallmann was the after dinner speaker and
discussed the activities of.the ~ational
Sanitation Foundation. JJrtrii1g the business meetino- President Cy Pesek outlined the a~tivities of the Association
during the past year. Mr. Pesek pointed ,
1:30 p.m.
out that the passage _by the legt~lat~tre
Tracing Sources of Sediment
·
A. W. Rudnick, Jr. of a compulsory mill~ pasteunzatl~n
law for the state of Mmnesota ·was m
New Insecticides and Their Use in
the Dairy Industry .. . ... . .. . H. L. Parten a large measure due to th~ activities_ of
Report on Comparative Studies of
the associatioil membership. By act10n
Methods Used to Evaluate Milk
Quality . . . . ... . .... . ..... J_. _C. Olson, Jr. of the membership, the name of the
Association was changed to the 1v1inneEvaluation of Detergent Samttzers
for Use in Farm Utensil Sanitasota Milk Sanitarians Association.

The Minnesota Dairy Fieldmen and
Inspectors' Association held their annual meeting September 23, 1949. _D~r
ino- the afternoon the Assoc1at10n
m~mbership and others attended the
Fieldmen's Conference sponsored by
the Dairy Division, University of Minnesota. The program was as follows :

tion ..... .. .... .. ... . . . . W. L . Mall mann

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY
THIRTY -SIXTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
COLUMBUS, OHIO, OCTOBER 21, 1949
The Secretary's report for 1948-49 embraces the handling of the various functions
set up by the Secretary last year which have
kept him pretty busy arranging for the
Convention and program, servicing the membership. the affiliated Associations, standing Committees, and Executive Board, in
carrying on the activities of the Association
from October 1, 1948, to September 30,
1949, inclusive.
Budget and £,~:pcnsc: The detailed financial statement of the Association will be
found under the Treasurer's 1eport attached. Receipts during 1948-49 amounted
to $7,300.52 compared to $8,419.15 for
1947-48, and disbursements of $5,040.10 in
1948-49 against $5,718.97 leaving a balance
as of October 1, 1949 of $2,260.42 compared
to $2,700.18 on October 1, 1948. Personal
services, printing, mailing and postage were
the major items of expense. New equipment and supplies to cope with the increasing demand; on the Secretary were purchased to carry on the work more efficiently
and expedite handling of the Secretary's job.
Committees : Inasmuch as most of th<'
committee work is being handled by the committee chairmen, the Secretary has had little
to do in this connection but service their
requests for information.
Coustitution and By-lmvs: By authority
of th.S~~o resolution passed in Philadelphia,
the~ Executive Board addressed itself to the
preparation of the proposed amendment circulated to the membership before this
Thirty-sixth Annual Meeting. This amendment because of its important changes in
the . various classes of membership, the org-anization and acceptance of affiliates, the
establishment of a Council, standing committees, and an article on publications required considerable deliberations of the
Board and was later than usual in getting
out to the Active membership. The other
proposed amendment passed at the Philadelphia meeting providing for a presidentelect was prepared and set out to the Active
membership. It was passed by the required
mail ballot bv vote of 271- 1, with one dis~enting· ballot, a summary o( which is
•..
attached.
Conventiou.: The 1948 Convention held in
Philadelphia on October 19, 20, 21, 1948 at
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel brought' out a
registration of 271 against a 401 rc:gistration in Milwaukee in 1947. The Da1ry Industries Exposition in Atlantic City at-
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tracted many of our members the following
week who were unable to attend both conventions. This emphasizes the necessity of
holding our alternate meetings with the
Dairy Show at the time and place it is
being held. The arrangement and preparations of the 1949 Convention program
while the prerogative of the Secretary, the
delay in collection of dues and routine :tssociation business, has made it difficult to
carry on this function without assistance
from the Executive Board. Without their
complete cooperation the program at this
meeting would have been long delayed. In
1946, the suggestion was made that the vicepresidents act as a program committee along
with the Secretary-Treasurer. This suggestion has considerable merit and is to be
recommended in the future as a desirable
working policy of the Association. Last
year your Secretary recommended the appointment of a local convention chairman to
assist in handling on-the-spot details dealing with Convention facilities and services.
This year such a convention chairman was
appointed. He met with the local committee
on September 8th and I can assure you that
the success of this meeting can be attributed
largely to their efforts.
Journal of Milk and Food Technology:
The Journal, being the official organ of "the
Association, many requests are received
from prospective members with the expressed desire to receive the Journal. The
Association . pays to the Journal editorial
staff of managers one dollar for each subscription entered through membership. The
Secretary has been lending his assistance
wherever possible in establishing a master
mailing list which will assure every member
the regular receipt of his Journal. Failure
of members to notify properly the Secretary-Treasurer or Journal of change of address is the most common reason for interruption in the receipt of the Journal.
Jl/ cmb~r-~llip and Dues: During the year
a new b1llmg system was started using the
window envelope. This has saved considerable stenographic time in readdressino~nvclo[~e.s for ma!ling membership cards and
m acld1tt.on prov1des a receipt for payment
along w1th each membership card. Durinothe year considerable difficulty was ex":
per_ienced in handling reports from Sccretancs of affiliated associations clue to no
unifo:m method of reporting. The Secretary 1s now studying this phase of the work
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with a suggested plan of establishing some
uniform procedure with affiliate Associations
now in process. Comparison of memberships and dues collected shows the following summary for 1947-48 and 1948-49:
AIembe1·ship
1947-48 1948--49
Active:
Direct to International ..
255
296
Through Affiliates ....
165
195
Associate:
Direct to International ..
521
SOl
Through Affiliates .... . 1,266
1,445
Total Paid Members .... . 2,207
2,437
Total Unpaid Members ..
340
212
Total Membership ...... . 2,546
2,649
During 1948-49 there has been an increase
of 230 paid members, and a decrease of 128
unpaid members over 1947-48. The net increase in membership is 103.
Affiliated Associations: During the year
the Kansas Association of Milk Sanitarians
petitioned the International for affiliation
making the twelfth association of sanitarians to seek affiliation status. Details of
affiliation have progressed to final acceptance following the Annual Meeting held in
Topeka, Kansas, on October 3rd and 4th,
1949. Requirements for affiliation are now
embodied in the proposed amendments to the
Constitution to make affiliation procedure
uniform and with legal definition of requirements.
Sa.11itary 3A Standards: While most of
this work falls on the Committee on Sanitary Procedure in cooperation with the
Dairy Industry Committee, the Secretary
has supplied several schools and colleges
with reprints for teaching purposes. Other
requests have required the establishment
of a definite working policy and procedure in ordering reprints at a price
assuring cost of printing, mailing, etc.
A closer working relationship between
the Committee on Sanitary Procedure and
the Secretary is to be encouraged if servicing
of the many requests for Sanitary 3A

Standards and information is to be
strengthened.
Respectfully submitted.
(signed) GEORGE A. WEST,
Secretary-Treasurer

INDUSTRIAL NOTES

REPORT OF THE
SECRETARY-TREASURER
From October 1, 1948 to Sept. 30, 1949
Financial Statement:
Receipts
Cash on hand October 1, 1948 .... $2.700.18
Annual Dues .... ... ...... . ..... . 4,591.39
Sale of Sanitary 3A Standards. . . .
8.95
Total

....................... $7,300.52

Disbursements
foumal of Mill~ and Food Tech1Wlogy-One dollar per paid-up
member October 1, 1948-July 31.
1949 .......................... $2,(162.00
Personal services-secretarial, stenographic and clerical services .. .. 963.80
Contractual services-legal fees . .' . .
25.00
Printing ................. , .... . . 620.75
Mailing and postage . ........... . 363.34
Equipment and supplies . . . ....... . 203.93
Fidelity bond G. A. West and
Wm. B. Palmer ... . .... . .... .. .
32.50
Travel of Secretary-T1·easr~rcr ... .
60.00
Refr~nd on membership clues OYel~pa!d .......... . ... .. .. . , .. ,~ ... .
39.50
Telephone and tclegrapli~ ,·. , .... . .
12.94
Convention e:t:pense . ..... . ... . . .
53.69
Foreign
c.t:chmtge on 1\on-par
checks . ... . .................. .
2.65
Total

.............. .;.. ...... ~5,040.10

RECEIPTS ..... . ....... $7,300.52
DISBURSEMENTS .... 5,040.10
BALANCE OCTOBER 1, 1949 ... $2.26!H 2

New Waukesha Vented Pump
The new Waukesha vented pump,
which ends the need for makeshift by-

pass systems. is a positive displacement,
sanitary pump with an easily adjusted
shut-off diaphragm that automatically
stops product flow into the pump the
instant back pressure develops.
Once set, the pump automatically
equalizes pressure on the suction and
discharge sides, so that no damage can
occur if a machine stops or someone
automatically shuts off an active line.
Even on the basis of a drop a minute.
product movement will stop when
enough back pressure develops to
actuate the diaphragm.
The v\ aukesha vented pump, which
meets 3-A standards, is produced in
Waukesha Metal or Waukesha stainless steel. It is a product of the \Vaukesha Foundry Company, \Vaukesha,
Wis. A request addressed to the manufacturer will bring complete details.

Condition of Milk Can
(Continued from page 347)

lenient and could be lowered without
working a hardship on the fairly careful producer. The objection to slow
cooling methods would not be generally valid if the milk, so cooled. has
a l~y count prior to cooling.
Ill some instances very high count
milk. resulting from gross initial contamination and increased b\' slo\1· cooling practises resulted iri \'ery lo\\
counts on pasteurization by both methods. Medium count milk. rcsnlting
from initial contamination , and increased by slow cooling practises. resulted in efficient reduction on pasteurization (97-99 percent) llltl the
pasteurized counts in some instances
were close to the 30,000 standard for
pasteurized milk
Dependent on the physical characteristics of the film present on the milk
contact ·surface of the cans, not all of
the organisms present in the can are
incorporated in the milk poured
therein.
The germicidal or inhibiting effect
shown by some freshly drawn milks on
the bacterial flor;J of :~ <;PPrlPcl l':~n w:~c:

evidenced in one of the trials but not
in another. This may have been due
to the degree of germicidal action varying vvith the different herds _used _or
that the effect on the orgamsm:; Involved was more or less specific.
,·lclmo'wlcdgmcnts. The writers wish
to express their appreciati~n for tl~e
technical assistance o[ ).[Iss l\Iane
Rand o'[ the City o[ l oughkeepsie Laboratory, the co-operation o( Dr. ~Y · 11:
Conger, Health flicer o( the C1ty ot
Poughkeepsie, and the help o[ i\lessrs.
H.. J. 1-Jam mer, Il. G. lluto. and Dr.
D. T. Baket• o( the Dairymen's League
Poughkeepsie Plant.
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NEW MEMBERS
ACTIVE
Babel, F. ]., Purdue Univ., Smith Hall,
W. Lafayette, Ind.
Barnett, Ben F., Box 133, Silver Lake, Incl.
Black, Andrew J., Room 7.06, City Bldg.,
Akron, Ohio
Faulkner, John D., 5008 Bradley Blvd. (Apt.
No. 1), Chevy Chase 15, Mel.
Gleason, Edmund H., County Health Dept.,
Lawton, Okla.
Gozdava, Eng. A., Casilla, 9279, Santiago,
Rep. of Chili, South America

Green, William E., 117 Sterrett Ave.,
Covington, Ky.
Harper, Dr. Henry W. III, 2801 S. Dort
H wy., Flint, Mich.
Hart, Harold B., 3668 Davenport St.,
Omaha, Nebr.
Houser, Leroy S., 1101 Savannah St. S.E.,
·
Washington 20, D. C.
Locke, Joseph, Box 450, Whitehorse, Y. T.
Mundt, J. Orvin, University of Tenn.,
Knoxville, Tenn.

ASSO CIATE
Benzie, \Vallace, Health Dept., Coldwater,
Mich.
Boving, S., 3600 E. Forest Ave., Detroit 7.
Mich.
Brown, Keith H., 206 W. Hickory St.,
Canastota, N. Y.
Bruce, J. F., R.F.D. 3, Charlottesville, Va.
Burleigh, John A., 2961 Farnam St., Omaha,
Nebr.
Cina, Frank, 79 Cedar St., Hartford, Wis.
Cramer, V. E., Dairymen's League Coop.,
Elmira, N. Y.
Hamm, A. F., 28 Maurice Ave., Ossining,
N.Y.
Haman, Dr. Robert, The Wander Co., Villa
Park, Ill.
Hardin, E. D., M.D., Page-Warren-Shenandoah Health Dist., Luray, Va.
Harley, W. A., 225 East Ave. N., Hamilton,
Ont., Canada
Hilleary, G. Homer, 404 So. Water St.,
Decatur 22, Ill.
Hodges, Furley E., 768 N. Main St.,
Viroqua, Wis.
Hoover, B. E., Health Dept., Box 307, Front
Royal, Va.

Hough, William M., 400 So. Church St.,
East Troy, Wis.
Jordan, Thomas D., 203 South Valley Rd., '
Petersburg Va.
Kasten, Roy, 3600 E. Forest Ave., Detroit
7, Mich.
King, Elwin, 404 So. Water St., Decatur 22,
Ill.
Morgan, Frank ]., 24 Grant Ave., Cresshill, N. ].
.
Moynan, John Donald, 983 Highland Ave.,
Ottawa, Canada
Ostrom, Ralph J., 402 Clinton St., Hammonds, Incl.
Reece, M. F., Jr., Route ~St·iHwafer, Okla.
Sanders, Gordon A., 27jt:J2A No. Buffum
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
,
Silverman, Gerald, 191 Malta St., Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Stiritz, E. E., 396 Schuyler, Kankakee, Ill.
Talbot, A. J., City Heal~J;)ept., London
and Green Sts., Portsmouth, Va.
Thompson, Walter L., 2000 West 14th St.,
Cleveland 13, Ohio
Ward, Henry D., Health Dept., Lawrenceville, Va.
Weiss, Alfred, 4055 Puritan, Detroit, Mich.

Detroit Civil Service Examination
JUNIOR V ETERJN ARIAN .......... . .......... Salary: $3034 to $3434 per year
SENIOR VETERINARIAN ..................... Salary: $3591 to $4068 per yean
FILING PERIOD: October 1, 1949 to December 30, 1949.
RESIDENCE RuLE VVAIVED

VAcA:-.;cms: Several positions to be filled.
details too.

Send for application blank and more

C!TY o:: DETROIT
·,v,L SERVICE CoNrMrssroN

15th Floor, Water Board Building
735 Randolph Street
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